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Application For Poverty
Program Study Is Filed

One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers

TWO SECTIONS

Th• N•ws h•s won •wards for outstanding •actillenc• every year It
ha, beam submitted in judging "nt.','.

Microfilm Center
argaret I. King Library
University of
Kentuekr
Lexington, KY.

The Mississippi River Area Development Council, Volume Thirty-Five
Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, March 31, 1966
Inc. serving as the citizens' total resource development
Going To Ecuador
organization in the counties of Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton counties, submitted to Washington last
week an application for a program development grant.
The application going to the Office of Economic Opportunity involves a request for funds to plan programs
and projects for the four county area in combatting
problems relating to low income persons and to assist on
Colonel Mercer Lee Price, president of the Price
a community action basis the improvement of economic
Foundations in Daytona Beach, Florida, whose generconditions to break the poverty cycle. The poverty facosity made it possible for the Banana Festival to award
tor for this four county area is 48.7 percent4his permore than $2000 in scholarships to winners and other
centage of the families with annual income of $3,000 or
participants in the Festival's Princess Pageant today
less.
(See F,ditorial Page Two)
advised Festival officials that he would join the entourEleven Breast are being studied
age from this area visiting Ecuador next month.
on a county and arra basis In total
portunity Act for $49,110 is to be
resource development to bring used
In a telephone conversation with the Festival presifor 90 percent of the planning
about full utilizmion of all avail- phases
of the antipoverty program
dent Mr. Price said: "I cannot think of any honor that
able resoerces-human. physical,
with 10 percent being provided
has come to me more than your invitation to join the
financial, technical, etc. Commit- from
local sources. Professional astees have been established for:
group unless it's being named a Kentucky and Tennessistance is expected to be secured
community improvement, business
as well as using low income persee Colonel and a Top Banana."
and services, industry, agriculture
Beauteous Vicki Hurd, reigning Princess of the Insons and voluntary leaders in the
and forestry, family living and
ternational Banana Festival and Colonel Mercer
In addition to Colonel Price's acceptance of the
total planning process in deterhousing, youth and education, pub•
mining projects to be undertaken.
Festival's invitation, the genial and generous philanLee Price, president of the Price Foundations of
tic affairs, health and welfare in
the community, tourism and travel
thropist advised Mrs. Paul Westpheling to get in touch
Daytona, Beach Florida will be among the official
County resource worker developand recreation, public information, ment committees in each of the
with Princess Vicki Hurd, the 1966 Banana Festival
entourage going to Ecuador on April 13. Invited by
and special low income programs. four counties have been working
princess to invite the princess to go along as his guest.
Festival officials to be an official guest, Colonel
A special committee on facilities alongside the citizens development
(Kentucky and Tennessee) accepted the invitation
and training is expected to be nam- councils in the developmental pro"With Colonel Price and Prined at an early date.
cess by providing technical inforand notified officials that he had invited Prince=
cess Vicki on the trip the visit a Festival official told the News
mation. The members of the retakes on the air of a gay and won- today
Vicki to go along as his guest. Colonel Price has also
Judge E. H. Padgett, Rickman
source worker committees are
derful holiday, to say nothing of
County is serving as area chairContacted at her honie in
Invited
Tom
Hensley
of
Nashville
as
primarily local headquarters fedhis guest to ofthe more concentrated news cover- Kingsport Miss Hurd said: "I
man, Waldo Page, vice-chairman,
ficially
eral and state technical governrepresent
Governor
Frank
Clement during
Ballard County; John Terry, secrecan hardly believe it's true. Of
age
that
trip
the
will
receive
all
ment personnel but including some
the week-long Central American tour.
tary, Carlisle County; Ruasell private organizations
over Central and South America," course I will go and exert every
who have a
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Jackson, treasurer, Carlisle County. County Development Council
chairmen are as follows: BallardW: I.. Shadoan, Carlisle, John G.
Roberts, Hickman - Robert
W.
Brown and Fulton Judge John E.
Cruce.

direct interest in total
development programs.

Swift Company Points To Profits in Harold Henderson Is
Producing Milk For Manufacture Savings Bond Leader

Woodrow Coots, University of
Kentucky Area Resource Development Agent for the eight Purchase
counties, has directed the activities
in the preparation of the applicaThe request to the Federal goytion for funds to the Office of gooJust a few years ago, most farmernment under the Economic Op- nomic Opportunity, Washington.
ers milked a few cows and sold
either milk or cream Today an
estimated 75 percent of these same
farmers have no dairy stock,
while the other 25 percent are milking many more cows than in the
past. Milking has become more
Marie Elizabeth Huddle has been
Ten more members are needed specialized both in the grade A
chosen sponsor for a detachment for Marshall Alexander Post No field, as well as manufacturing
of Special Forces soldiers from 72 of the American Legion for the field.
Fort Bragg. N. C., referred to as post to win a nice award, accordSwift & Company of Fulton, buyOW who wear the green beret. ing to C.aomoorier Hobert Holland. stra.agsthith for the manufsetering
She was presented with a green He urges all who have not yet paid of cheddar cheese, report fewer
beret and a shield, denoting their their dues to do so at once.
producers each year over the past
detachment of the Army's Special
two years, however those remainVice Commander Johnson Hill is ing in business continue to expand.
Forces
chairman of the membership comTotal milk produced on all farms
Marie is the daughter of Mr. mittee with Raymond Stallins, for the year 1965 has been reportand Mrs. Newton Huddle of Fulton Paul Hornbeak and Phil Parker ed by U. S. D. A. as 125.2 billion
and is a freshman at Murray State serving with him James Needham pounds. However the thing that
University.
is adjutant.
has many dairy plants worried is

Marie Huddle Sponsor Ten More Members
For Soldier Contingent Needed For Legion

the forecast for a decrease in production this year of 2.5 billion
pounds at a time *ten our population continues to increase more
each year. Furthermore dairy cow
population is reported to be lowest in over 50 years:
The general forecalt of this year
and a 15 percent decrease in milk
production in mid-western states
already this year has caused an
increase in priceap41 to farmers
in Hits area of
t per hundred over the past year, as reported by Swift & Company.
Between now and the first of
April, the Secretary of Agriculture
must set price supports for manufading milk, and it's reported he
is under heavy pressure by various farm groups to raise it to
$4.00 per hundred. If such a move
is made, milk prices to Producers
in this area will be further increased. At present, Swift & Company reports they are paying $3.80
for 4 percent milk the first 15 days
of March.

Carl Arrington Accepts
Job With Southern Bell

PS

39c
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Carl Arrington has accepted employment with the Soul! ens Bell
Telephone Company and vent to
work at Paducah last Monday.
Carl, son of Mrs. Mary Arrington, is a graduate of Fulton High
School, class of '61. He served
four years in the United States
Navy, being discharged last sum-
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effort I can to bring honor to the
International Banana Festival."
Miss Hurd, a student at Mary
Baldwin College in Staunton,
Va, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Hurd of Kingsport.
Site will reign at all official
functions contingent with the
visit in Ecuador.
She will also preside at appropriate c•remenies in Guayaquil, "the banana capital of the
world," when a Kentucky and
Tennessee flag will be placed in
official halls in that city.

resource

Harold Henderason, Jr., cashier
and vice-president of the Fulton
Bank, has been appointed chairman of the Fulton County Savings
Bonds Committee, according to
Merle E. Robertson, state chairman of the U. S. Savings Bond program in Kentucky.

In his newly appointed capacity,
Mr. Henderson will assist in the
promotion of U, S. Savings Bonds
in an effort to increase the sale
of these bonds in Fulton County.
The sale of Selies E and H say
ings bonds for the county total'
$48,359 as of March I, this year. I
The goal for this year in the county is $236,400.

Musical Colorama At
UTMB Friday Night
The theme for the University of
Tennessee Martin Branch 1966 All.
Sing will be "Musical Colorama,"
and will be held tomorrow (Friday)
night at 7:30 p. m. in the old gym.
Admission is $1.00 for adults and
730 for students.

Don Hill Is Named
To City Judgeship
Pon W. Hill has been named city
judge, to fill the unexpired term of
Walter A. Voelpel, who has resigned account of illness. Mr. Voelpel was elected to the office in the
November general election,

Phone Tax On
Again; Relief
Short, Sweet

Telephone users in Fulton will
begin paying ten percent in excise
taxes on their telephone bills mailed beginning April I.
The federal tax bill restoring the
ten percent tax became law March
15. The tax had been reduced to
three percent effective January 1.
The increase is a result of the
Tax Adjustment Act of 1986, enacted to help meet the country's
need for additional revenues during the Viet Nam emergency.
The new law reinstates the telephone tax at ten percent until April
1, 1968, when it will be reduced to
1 percent, and then completely
eliminates it on January 1, 1969.
Under the law, Lie higher tax
rate will be applied on local and
long distance telephone service
bills dated March 25 and thereafter.
Federal escise taxes have been
collected on long distance telephone
service off and on since World
War 1, and on local service since
1941,

Meeting Tonite
To Finalize
Ecuador Trip
Alberto Martinez-Fonts, representing Ecuatoriana Air Lines and
the Ecuadorean Tourist Commission, is scheduled to arrive in Fulton tomorrow (Thursday) afternoon to finalize plans for a group
of twin city and area residents
planning to visit Ecuador on April
13, Mr. Martinez-Fonts will meet
with all persons planning to make
the trip at the Fulton Electric
System office at 7:30 p. m. Thursday night
Meanwhile, in a telephone conversation, Hon. Gustavo Polit, minister-counselor for economic affairs of Ecuador, advised a Festival official Wednesday morning
that plans to make the trip should
proceed on schedule, in spite of
the political situation reported in
the newspapers and other communications on Tuesday,
"Unless the situation worsens,"
Mr, Polit said, "there should be no
danger for visitors," he added. The
Ecuadorean official said that he
would keep Festival officials posted as to developments.
Mr. Martinez-Fonts urged all
persons making the trip to bring a
2 1/2 x 2 1/2 size photo to the
meeting in order that it may be
attached to the tourists' permit.
The Ecuadorean Embassy has
asked that all persons planning to
visit Ecuador also give Banana
Festival headquarters, not later
than Friday of this week, biographical material of themselves
for publication in Ecuador in
newspapers, radio and TV.
Thus far, the following persons
have made plans to attend: Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Wren:Meting and
Mary Jo; Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Burnette and Ruth Ann; Rex Huddle, mayor of South Fulton; Harry
Williams; Harold Henderson, repre
seating the Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce; Enocg
Campbell; Mr. and Mrs. Field McChesney, Frankfort; Mrs. Sadie
Kirkland, Union City; Mr. and
Mrs. Gist Willingham, Fulton; a
representative of the Fulton-South
Fulton Ovitan ClUb; Mrs. Louise
Killebrew, Mrs. Ernily Dame, Mrs,
Mildred Freeman, Miss Gertrude
Murphey, Mrs. Hilda Baker, all of
Fulton; L. M. McCuan and his
daughter of Dyersburg; G. B. Henson of Wingo, and Sonny Puckett.
Also considering the trip are Mr.
and Mrs. Fond Homra, and Jack
Austin of Cayce.
The group will leave Miami at
1 A. M. on Wednesday April 13
and arrive in Quito at about eight
a. m, the same morning. They
will return to Miami on Tuesday
evening, April 19.
Governor Edward T. Breathitt,
vacationing in the Carribean is expected to join the party if his official schedule in Frankfort can be
arranged.
(Continued on Page flee)

Washington - - - Glamorous, Frustrating, Historic,
But Power, Glory, Congress And Friends There
Washington, D. C. - - - I intended for this column to contain a few
more sidelight of the early lap of
our trip to Washington, that began
on Sunday morning and ended Sunday afternoon at the completely
fascinating International Inn in
Washington. But so many interesting other things have happened
that I don't think I ought to take
the time to write the travelogue
bit.
I will say, however, that after
travelling about 927 miles without
mishap (oh, we missed the highway signs a couple of times) we hit
Connecticut Avenue right on the
button, which is almost a straight
shot to 13th and M where the International Inn is located.
I wish I could end the trip there,
but, regrettably, I must reveal
that in trying to locate 3752 McKinley, where I lived while Paul
was in the Army, I failed to keep
that speed-o--meter on the 30-mile
Den mother Mrs. W. C. Demons: observes King Arthur (Richard Rose) as he knights a squire of Pack speed limit. When this burley cop
drove alongside the car, telling me
40. After being knighted, the boys performed hats of skill - sword fighting, Jousting and sack racing.
to move over, I couldn't imagine
(Other ohotos on nage 5 and nagaill.)
what had happened.
Affair was a Cub-Scout party Monday night at Carr ituditoritnn.
I was going 42 miles an hour In a

30-mile zone. That guy wasn't the
least impressed with the fact that
I teach our children to be careful
drivers, and that just this week I
had written a safety editorial and
that I was tired, etc. etc. etc. All
he kept saying was "you ought to
practice what you preach and
where's your auto registration."
I honestly didn't know what he
was talking about until he almost
had to draw picture. Needless to
say Paul didn't give it to me
when he bought the licenses and
it looked for a while that I was
going to be a registration number
in the District of Columbia jail.
He was the meanest, most intolerant guy I ever encountered in a
uniform. I must have appealed to
his sympathetic soul after all that
sob story he was getting from me.
He gave me a reprieve and handed
back my license in a kind of disgusted way by saying, "aw go on
to your hotel, I ain't got time to
preach to you any more." That's
exactly the way it happened and
I've got a witness to the whole incident.
We

started

out

Monday

by

right in the world to be proud of
a that boy.
Fats, his administrative assistant
Woodfen McLean formerly from
Trenton and Alamo, and Frank
Albert took Cile and me to lunch
in the magnificent new restaurant
In the Rayburn Building, where
Congressman Fats Everett has
his offices. We had the famous
bean soup of course. It was delicious.
After lunch our two Congressman called in New Mexico Congressman Johnny Walker, a former
Fultonian, and Congressman Garcia of Texas who attended our
Banana Festival last year and we
going to the Hill to see Fats Ever- had a wonderful meeting in the
ett and Frank Albert Stubblefield. Rayburn Room of the new buildAnd don't you think it wasn't th• ing, It would have made all of you
most heart-warming scene in the mighty proud of Fats, Frank Alworld to see dear ole Steve Gree n bert, Johnny, et al, to see how
sitting in Fats' office just workin g deeply interested they are in the
away. Everybody in Fats' office Festival and how much effort they
kept telling me to talk Steve into are expending to assist with our
staying up there because he's bee n plans to get financial and other
such a tremendous asset to ine help_Lrom these various Governstaff Steve loves the assignmen1 ment agencies.
just fine, is getting a lot out of it
Frank Albert and Fats arranged
but feels that he ought to get bar
(Continued on Page Five
to his studies. His folks have every

Jo's
Notebook

Fulton,
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
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Editorials

FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
It seems to me I'd like to go
Where bells ne'er ring or whistles blow;
Where clocks ne'er strike and gongs ne'er sound,

Group Formed To Help Poor Enter Poverty War;
0E0 Is Poor Program Of Assistance To The Poor
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Much has been written, good and
man resources; to up-grade the skills
bad, concerning the merits of Presiand the living standards of the peodent Johnson's War On Poverty. Perple it is designed to help. But to ask
sons who do not read beyond the _these same people, many of them
headlines reporting this noble experiilliterate, many overtaken by despair,
ment in the President's desire to
many lacking enough food to eat and
create a Great Society, can only surclothes to wear, to sit in with their
mise that the more than $1,000,000,more fortunate neighbors is going
000.00 One Billion Dollars) appropribeyond the realms of good sense.
ated for this program will relieve
But besides these considerations,
hunger, disease and sub-standard livthe greatest deterrent to the progress
ing conditions among America's imof this program is that even lawyers,
poverished millions.
judges, newspaper people and exSuch opinions would be justifiperienced business people find it difable, if accurate, for the program has
ficult to understand the organizationsome high-sounding identifications
al requirements, much less those perand, an even more illustrious title for
sons with little schooling and less
the agency that administers this taxinitiative caused by poverty.
supported program . . the Office of
Nobody knows this better than
Economic Opportunity.
Judge Eli Padgett of Hickman County. For months Judge Padgett worked
The program has been in existence4 perhaps two years. On first
quietly and tirelessly to perfect an orlearinng of President Johnson's deganiaztion to acquire funds under the
sire to help those persons denied of
Poverty program to help the foureconomic opportunity through no
county West Kentucky area, only to
fault of their own, interested civic
learn by happenstance, that the
leaders and public officials all over
agency charged with administering
America looked with hope upon the
the program was unaware of his efconortunity to help their citizens
forts. It should have been a discouragachieve "a chance in life." But it has
ing experience to Judge Padgett and
taken more than community pride
his organiaztion, but luckily the chain
and dedication to official duty to
of unfortunate events brought his
persevere in the almost unbelievably
program into proper focus, and maycomplicated and bureaucratic rebe a happy ending.
quirements necessary to fire the first
In addition to fulfilling the reshot in the war on poverty.
quirements of the application for FedIn addition to the more than
eral funds for a four-county communiusual Government red tape that has
ty action program, Judge Padgett
almost strangled the program and the
has had to do a concentrated job of
legal jargon and the fantastically ineducating the poor into the necessity
volved organization necessary to adof working with the program for the
minister the local program, perhaps
benefit of their position in life. •
the most ridiculous requirement
As if this experience is Dot
necessary to participate in the War
enough for those dedicated persons
on Poverty is that the poor themworking to alleviate poverty in their
selvTs administer the important
individual communities, now comes
phases of the program.
a private organiaztion called the
There can be no doubt that this
Citizens Crusade Against Poverty,
idea was conceived in some high level
headed by Labor Leader Walter P.
Washington meeting, following a
Reuther and Negro Leader Martin
bountiful meal of steak and potatoes
I uther King. Jr., which seeks to orserved in the plush surroundings of
ganize the poor to get more benefits
those marbled offices in the Nation's
and more active participation in the
Capitol.
War on Poverty.
While the idea is commendable,
Don't panic, but don't be surthe fact must also be faced that in
prised either if you wake up some
this era of high employment, and
morning to find the poor striking
higher wages, those families whose
against poverty benefits because
income is less than $3000 a year un- somebody wants them to have more
doubtedly are those whose lack of
of something they haven't even got
skill and educational background proanything of anyhow.
hibits them from consideration for
Looks like the poor we will have
employment in trades paying normal
living wages.
always with us
with a $1,000,True, the program deals in hu000,000.00 tax bill to tell us so.

But where there's stillness all around.
Not real stillness - just the trees'
Low whisperings or the croon of bees;
The drowsy tinkling of the rill,
Or twilight song of whippoorwill.
'Twould be a joy could I behold
The dappled fields or green or gold,
Or in the cool, sweet clover lie
And watch the cloud-ships drifting by.
I'd like to find some quaint old boat,
And fold its oars, and with it float
Along the lazy, limpid stream
Where water-lilies drowse and dream.
Sometimes it seems to me I must
Just quit the city's din and dust,
For fields of green and skies of blue;
And, say! how does it seem to you?
Nixon Waterman

I

FULTON'S

IliTrrory Conn w
by Miss Jessie Orgain

The public library is a place
1965 seems to express some of the
where you are always welcome. enthusiasm that the Fulton citizens
It is a pleasant place to wait when
are feeling toward the new library
weary of shopping or waiting for -find their appreciation of reading:
a bus or for an appointment. None
.SING OUT FOR BOOKS
can resist browsing through the
shelves while waiting. And invari"Sing out for books
ably they find something that may
The paper bread
prove of much value to them.
That feeds the hungers
There is help for re-modeling the
In the head
.
house, for interior decorations, re.
Nibble a mystery,
pairing the old car, gardening.
Swallow a star.
farming, cooking,
needlework.
Sip honeysong
raising pets, and a thousand other
Wherever you are.
hobbies which you might wish to
Drink of adventure
pursue. You will find help on
Gobble the pastchoosing your college, on planning
Now's the time
your career, etiquette for all oc,
And it goes so fast.
casions, and guides for travel at
Taste of tomorrow,
home and abroad. In fact the anSlice science thin
swers to hundreds of questions that
The better to savor
continually come up in the course
The world we're in.
of the day's living, may be found'
Salt the villain.
here.
Pepper the flakes,
Chew the poets.
Though at this early stage the
Fork the rakes.
collection is not as complete as
Relish words.
could be wished for in the future.
They've much to tell.
still it is your own and its success
Feast on the earth
depends largely on the use you
Where heroes fell.
make of it, and the support you
give it. If you have not already
SING OUT FOR BOOKS!
done so. join with the many others
of the county who are enjoying its
0! Lucky Day just when we are
benefits. Some one has slid that looking around for new ideas to
the library is the storehouse of bring you, the postal van arrives
knowledge gained from the great
with twenty large boxes of new
minds of all ages.
books from the Department of LiThe following poem written by
braries in Frankfort. What fun the
Mary O'Neill for Book Week in
staff has had in getting these open-
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The dogs are cunning in their
Published Every Thursday of The Year
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Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obioo and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers mud odd 3% Sales Tax.

ways, say those who have attempted
to catch them. While they attack a
pen of livestock with abandon, tearing, maiming and killing, they fade
into the shadows quickly at the first
sign of human arrival on the scene.
Determined farmers in the area
are keeping guns loaded and ears to
the ground. At the same time, dog
owners are warned to keep their animals on home premises at all times;
any roaming dogs are liable to be
shot. Efforts to rediv.e or ,
Jliminate
the killer pack have been redoubled
following wanton destruction in a pen
of valuable hogs this week.
A judge has ruled that owners
of dogs found to be running with this
pack can be held liable for damages
that the pack causes . . . another reasrh for owners of pets to be doubly
sure that theirs are staying at home
where they ought to be.
Anyone able to provide any information regarding this pack is
urged to call the Fulton County Sheriff's office at once.

LIBRARY HOURS
Monday — 9 a. m. - 11 a. in
and 12 Noon 'S p. m.
Tuesday — 11:30 a. m, .9 p. m.
Wednesday — Library is closed
Thursday — 9 a. m. It a. in
and 12 Noon • 5 p. in.
Friday — 9 a. m. II a m. and
12 Noon • 5 p. m.
Saturday — 9 a. m
11 a. m.
and 12 Noon - 5 p. m.
For all who are concerned with
children's reading there is no
more authoritative guide than
May Hill Arbuthnot's book Children and Reeks. This is used as
a test in college courses in children's literature, but parts of it
may be used to great advantage
by parents as well. The last chapter
winch is concerned with the child's
reading in the home, is addressed
primarily to parents. The criteria
for buying books for children
should be of especial value. The
author says, "Perhaps in these
pages you will catch some hint of
the fine rapture a child feels when
he encounters a book he loves."
Another book for parents, teachers, and others who are interested
in children's literature is Ruth
Tooze's Storytelling. A pre-publication reviewer states "The author
has real ability to make a story
'Continued on Page Three

THE GOD OF OUR FATHER(
by
Dr. N. Burnett Magruder
Most ,if us have grown up .n a
time when we take the "(est ))1
our Fathers' for granted. 0,,)
ple have a tendency to for.:rt the
God Who. as Thomas Jeff, runi
said, "gave us life and gait) US
liberty." Now we have corn,. i Ill()
a time when we can no longer
Lite God for granted because POW.
erful forces are working to "pa.
rate America f: sin its ancient
faith.
The Pilgrim Fathers of our
lion believed that America was
born in a covenant relationship be.
tween God and the people The
government which the Fathers established was ordained to protect
those God-givett•rights which they
had come to these shores to preserve and protect. This sentiment
is beautifully- expressed in the
hymn, America: "Land where our
Fathers died .. . Land of the Pil•
grims' pride . . From every
mountain-side
. Let freedom
ring."
It is for this reason that we are
witnessing • mighty assault on the
foundation stone on which Amen.
can history is built. This anti God
assault has taken two forms (11 A
force of militant atheism. and (2)
The formation of a new god, which
is nothing more than an idol
The force of militant atheism u
barked by the world power of the
Communist conspiracy. The rid
genius who developed this thought
which underpins the tyranny of international Communism was Karl
Marx. and much of the material,
ism of our day goes back to the
poisonous spring of his mind.
Karl Marx believed and taught
__Ike( a God directedsociety must
be destroyed in order to establish
a social order ruled by the Communist Party. For this reason, he
regarded religion as "the opiate uf
the people" and said that las.
morality and religion are prejud•
ices which must be destroyed in
order to free the workers of ('apitalist slavery It is no accident.
therefore, that the Communists
make use of any movement Which
weakens the power of God in the
human soul It is also true that ail
those influences in our country
which promote a Godless society
and a Godless faith are preparing
the ground for Communism, she
ther they know it or not.
Another form of attack and as'milt on the Christian faith is more
subtle and, in some ways, more
dangerous. This attack Is coming
front the realm' of religion itself.
and is spearheaded by a doctrne
which, in recent days, has been
called "The God is Dead M's'
ment.'•
The basic ideas of the men who
hold these views is that the God
of our Fathers. Who had direct control of human history, is really a
myth, and does not actually exist
In other words, the God of the
Bible, or the God of our Fathers.
can no longer be depended upon
as an object of faith.
These theologians are thus gir
ling the very heart of the Christian
faith and removing the foundation
stone on which the American Re
public rests. They are willing to
'Continued on Page Three>

Auditorium in Memphis last Saturday, with Ed Eller.
band director, in charge.

Pack Of 'Killer' Dogs Roaming Countryside,doing
Extensive Damage to Livestock; Pet Owners Warned
Reports reaching our desk this
week indicate that a pack of wild dogs
is roaming farmlands between Fulton
and Cayce, doing wanton killing and
extensive damage to sheep, hogs and
other farm livestock. The damage has
skyrocketed to serious amounts, causing much concern among farmers in
this area. Something needs to be done
about it. and now.

ed up and ready for circulation!
Ever so often one of them exclaims "0, this is just what I have
been wanting!" The books are now
on the tops of tables and every
available space that can be found,
so that you may be able to examine them before they are put on
the shelves But, hurry you must,
for already they are being checked
out!

Our
Christian
Heritage

March

1945

Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Vaned, of South Fulton, observed their 45th wedding-anniversary last Sunday.
They were married in Fulton on March 24, 1901 and
Rev. Moss performed the ceremony. They have five
living children.
Harry Nall, who has been repairing and repainting
the building across the street from the Coca-Cola plant,
is now ready to serve people of this vicinity good pit
barbecue.
Directhrs of the Fulton Baseball Association met
Monday night and discussed plans for the approaching
Kitty League playing season.
Work has started on the improvement of the greens
at the Fulton Golf Course and interest in golf has taken
on new impetus, according to Joe Hall, president. Officers for the ensuing year, elected Thursday night are:
Joe Hall, president; Rube McKnight, vice-president and
Bud Davis, secretary and treasurer.
Eighteen members of the South Fulton band attended the West Tennessee Musical Festival at Ellis

The Young Men's Business Club elected officers
and directors at their regular meeting Tuesday night
J. R. (Happy) Hogan was re-elected as president. Russell Johnson, recently elected as a new mem'-gr, was
chosen secretary; Milton Exum, assistant secretary.
Robert Burrow, vice president and Louis Bizzle, sergeant at arms. Directors are Paul Bennett, Guy Fry,
Louis Weaks and Carter Olive,
Gill-Dove Airways at Martin are ready now to
serve the air-minded of this vicinity, Mr. Gill announced this week. Alvin P. Noltemeier, former Army Air
Corps pilot with 3500 hours in the air, most of which
has been as flight instructor, is now located at the Martin airport as general manager and C. A. A. flight examiner.
From Pilot Oak: Quite a crowd gathered at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bowden's Sunday at Fulton
to celebrate his 52nd birthday and Billy's (his son) 22nd
birthday. A lovely dinner was served and a most enjoyable day spent.
A shower was given Mrs. Clarence French Saturday
afternoon. Refreshments were served to 22 guests.
From Dukedom: A household shower was given
Saturday, March 23, by Mrs. Almus Byars in honor of
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Bates Byars.
Games were played during the afternoon. Many lovely
gifts were received.
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Cayce Methodist Church
Plans Holy Week Series

Sixteenth In A Series
• CAYCE NEWS
by Miss Clarks Bondonant

Fisher of
Mesdames Pearl
Cayce Methodist Church, Cayce Memphis, Ruth Reeves of Union
Kentucky will have a series of re- City and Clara Cart were Tuesday
vival services during Holy Week, dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
April 3 through April 8. The Rever- Charlie Sloan. Afternoon guests
end Joe E. Piercey, Associate Min- were Mesdames Elbert Austin,
ister, St. John's Methodist Church, Lurline Croce, M. C. Bondurant,
Memphis, Tennessee will be the Raymond Sloan, Irby Hammonds,
visiting evangelist.
A Simpaon and Misses Eva John_ .
son and Clarice Bondurant.
Services will be at 10:30 A. M.
Clarice Bondurant visited Mr.
and 7:30 P. M. each day. The pastor. Reverend Luther A. Clark, Jr., and Mrs. Jessie Bondurant, of near
invites each of you to come and Jordan, Ky., Sunday afternoon.
We are sorry Freddie Gadberry
participate in these worship seris a patient in the Fulton Hospital
vices.
and Ellis Williams in Hillview. We
wish them both a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sloan and
son Mac of Fulton and Mrs. Ernest
Stubblefield and son, Joe Mac, of
Union City were Wednesday dinThe News takes pleasure in ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
wishing Happy Birthday to the fol- Sloan.
lowing friends:
Larry Gardner, student at MurApril 1: Mrs. Donald Ray Mor- ray College, spent the week end
ris, Sonja Payne, Joyce Tucker; with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
•
April 2: Wanda Batts, Scotty John E. Cruce.
Clarice Bondurant spent this
Boyd, Gilbert Mayhall, Larry Sammons; April 3: Bob Craven, Sue week with Mrs. J. B. Inman and
Ann Holloway, Edna Wright, April Mr. and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw
1. Hugh Brown. Tim Paschal, and daughters, of near Ridgely,
Tenn.
Lanett Yates;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside were
April 5- Kenneth Lynch, Linda Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Kenney, Wendell Woods; April 8: Simpson.
G. E. Allen. Janice Barber, Floyd
The Birthday Club met Thursday
Martin, Randy Henderson, Mar- with Mrs Pauline Owens. After
garet Tucker. April 7: Mrs. Ray a nice pot-luck dinner, Mrs. Owens
Bondurant, Mark Travis, Emily opened her many nice gifts. Those
Walker.
present
were
Mesdames
Rob
Adams, Ray Adams. Annie Arrington, Edna Atwill, Lucille DeMyer,
OUR CHRISTIAN —
Irby Ilammonds, Clint Workman,
Alvin Mabry, Irene Bransford, VirtContInsed from rade Two)
ginia Jones. A. L. Con. Annie Batbuild a religion around the person i
Lurline Cruce, Clara Carr, J.
of Jesus of Nazareth, but it is not , T. Workman, Emma Brown, Sallie
in the true sense the Jesus Christ i Johnson Bertie Copeland and Miss
of the Bible because the Jesus of, Eva Johnson. Everyone left wishWhom they speak is merely a man. ing Mrs. Pauline many more hapand in no way at all is he uniquely py birthdays.
God in the flesh. What we have
Mesdames Grace Capps, of Tiphere then is the misuse of the tonville, Tenn., Harry Bushart of
Name of Christ to cover an ancient Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
heresy called humanism or the Koonce of Wingo were Friday afdeification of man.
ternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
It is ideas such as these that can Cruce.
Rev. Luther Clark is holding a
utterly destroy the moral and
spiritual hope of the American revival this week at Hays Avenue
people. Whenever such ideas take Methodist Church in Jackson,
hold in the human mind, the in- Tenn.
A Holy Week revival will begin
evitable, result is anarchy, immorality and disorder. The reason at the Cayce Methodist Church
Sunday,
April 3, with the Rev. J.
why these evil results flow from.
such a Godless view is that it re- E. Piercy doing the preaching.
will be each day at 10:30
Services
moves all restraint from human
nature to respect the Sovereignty a. m. and at 7:30 p. m. Everyone
of Christ as a governing factor in is invited to attend.
human affairs. William Penn expressed it well when he said, "Men
will either be governed by Al- • PIERCE STATION
mighty God, or they will shortly be
By Mrs. Charlie laws
ruled by tyrants."

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Happy Birthda

This is really the choice which
faces the American people. If we
permit this two-pronged assault on
faith and the God of our Fathers
to continue, we can be absolutely
certain that we will face a time
of world anarchy and dark misery
which is precisely what Daniel
Webster predicted if, at any time,
the American Constitution were
destroyed.

LIBRARY CORNER—
(Continued from page Two)
come alive, and help children to
become really involved in it."
The selection of children's books
for the library has been carefully
made according to standadls set
by recognized authorities.
The following are some of the
best children's books in the library: THE UGLY DUCKLING by
Hans Christian Anderson; MADELINE by Ludwig Bemelmans;
MADELINE'S RESCUE by Ludwig
Bemelmans; PELLE'S NEW SUIT
by Elsa Seskow; CINDERELLA by
Marcia Brown; WAIT TILL THE
MOON IS , FULL by Margaret
Brown; MIKE MULLIGAN AND
HIS STEAM SHOVEL by Virginia
Burton; MAY I BRING A FRIEND
by Beatrice De Regniers; HORTON HATCHES THE EGG, by Dr.
Seuss; ANGUS AND THE CAT by
Marjorie Flack; THE SHOEMAKER AND THE ELVES by
Jakob Grimm; MAKE WAY FOR
DUCKLINGS. by Robert McCloskey; ALL IN THE MORNING
EARLY by Sorche Wic Leodhas.

A nice crowd attended Chapel
Hill and Johnson's Grove yesterday. Bro. Rushing, the pastor,
preaching at eleven o'clock and
Bro. J. E. Bennett preached at the
night service A five-night revival
begins tonight (Monday). A different speaker will be there each
night. The public is cordially invited.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Dell on the birth of a cute
baby girl, born at Jones Clinic a
few days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Smithson, of
St. Louis, have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Alton Smithson for •few
days.
Billy Stem and mother, Mrs.
Bud Stem, went to Paducah Saturday morning. Mrs. Stem remained
over the week end with her daughter, Mrs. Wallace Cunningham,
and family.
Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mrs. C. E. Lowe were Mr. and
Mrs. Carmack Anderson of Dresden and Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Adams of Fulton.
Mrs. William Long and Paula
spent Saturday in Memphis, shopping.
Recent visitors of Mrs. William
Greer were Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Raymond and son. Don, of Nashville.
Jack Lowe has been on the sick
list for a few days.

SAFETY WITH SEAT BELTS!
The relatively minor fenderbender accident, expecially common on Spring's rainsllck roads,
can be serious if anyone is thrown
from the car. Seat belts will keep
you inside your vehicle where you
On April 7 there will be • story are five times safer, emphasizes
time at the library at 10 a. m. All your Kentucky Department of
4 year olds and up are invited to Public Safety.
attend this story time. It is hoped
Emotions ore valuable, but civilithat this will be well supported
and possibly it will be continued.
zation teaches self-controL

Greenfield Monument Works

HICKMAN, KY.

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
The history of the Methodist Church of Hickman goes back
over one hundred years to the year 1840 when Mills Point, the
name of the town at that time, was a circuit in what is now the
Paducah District. The first church was built on the lot where the
F. T. Randle home now stands. This building served as a school
house and as a meeting place for other denominations. The )'residing Bishop was James 0. Andrews. In 1846 the Methodist
Episcopal Church South was organized and 1848 a frame building
was erected on the present site at a coat of two thousand eight
hundred dollars.
In 1855 it became a station with H. D. Howell as its first Station Preacher but no record is given of the number of charter
members. In 1882 a brick church was built on this same lot during the pastorate of E. K. Bransford, who married an aunt of
Mrs. H. L. Amberg and Mrs. Marguerite Luten. The salary at
this time was three hundred dollars per year. These pastors lived
in a small room built on the church lot but they took their meals
with the church members, staying a month at each place.
In 1907, twenty-five years later, the church was remodeled

while H. C. Johnson was the pastor and two Sunday School rooms
and a pastor's study were added. In 1916 a fund was received
from the Carnegie Foundation to purchase and install the first
Pipe Organ. The church was completely destroyed by fire in February, 1934, and the same year tinder the leadership of V. A. DeShazo, the pastor, it was rebuilt into the beautiful structure
which now stands.
Roy. W. King Dickerson

Pastor

Austin It. Voorhees
Mrs. J. C. McClellan

Chairman of Official Board. .......
President of W9CS
CHURCH SCHOOL
Supt of Adult Dept.

Joe Myatt

Mrs.juuthi B. Voorhees

Supt of Youth Dept.'
Supt of Children

.......

....

Mrs. James Fields

SUNDAY SERVICES
Vespers — 5:00 P. H.
Sunday School — 9:45 A. M.
M. Y. F. — 600 P. M.

Church'— 11:00 A. M.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

PhOnl

4733951

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.

Horn1)eak Funeral Home

"Li.. Badger Electrically"

Oxygen-equipped ambulance

Hickman, Ky.

302 Carr St.

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,Inc
CITY DRUG COMPANY

Kentucky Are.,

Fulton

Compliments Of
Fulion Wholesale Florist

Phone 472-1171

Your Proscription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Dial 172-1112

Green florist supplies

Cut flowers

Phone 1721303

Disi 471-1371

Henry L Siegel Company. Inc.
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.

Fulton and South Fulton

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

us for all your insurance nee&
231 Main St.

Phone 472-1341

"The Resell Store"

THE CITIZENS BANK

Lako Street

Dial 472-2421

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky,

Phone 216-2655

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 472.3311

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Lbw

Antiques

Fulton, Ky,

Souvenirs
Excellent Food
Private dining for 250

Phone 472.1086

In Operation 66 Titers

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Twin.

South Fulton, Twin.
Powers
W
Fulton
Phone 472.1Itgs

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield. Team

King Motor Company, Inc.

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability C
2011 Main St., Fulton Offic• Phone 472-1351

Authorised Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line

Greenfield
P1101111

235-2213

Photos on this page courtesy Gardner's Studio, 218 Commercial Ave.

Phone 471-3501

Fult

DEATHS

Jaycee's Awards Night Hgnors Members, Bosses, State Officials
And Here They Are - -

Mrs. Effie Winston
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Mrs. Nancy Effie Stroup Winston
died at 12:45 p. m. Tuesday, March
29, in Jones Hospital at Fulton, following a long illness.
Mrs. Winston, 81, was a resident
of Dukedom. She was born in Cuba,
Ky., the daughter of Jasper Stoe
and Frances Alexander Stroup,
one of eight children. As a young
girl she taught school in South,
Graves County. near Dukedom.
She was the widow of Ben Winston, who died five years ago, and
the mother of Kendred Winston,
principal of South Fulton Elementary School. Three brothers, Walter, Will and Hub, and three sisters, Etta, Minnie and Pearl also
preceded her in death.
In addition to her son. Kendred,
she is survived by a sister, Mrs.
• Sadie Truman of Rogers, Ark.;
Glen Sur
and six grandchildren, Lt. Comdr.
Outstanding
Ken R. Winston, M. D., of San
Pedro, Calif., Ronnie Winston, a
senior at Abilene, Texas, Christian
College, Bob. David, Penelope and
Priscilla Winston of Fulton.
Mrs. Winston was a member of
Oak Grove Church of Christ, near
HOSPITAL NEWS
Dukedom, where funeral services
will be held at two o'clock this
The following were patients in
(Thursday) afternoon. Bro_Homer
Royster, of Nashville, will officiate Fulton hospitals on Wednesday.
30:
March
church
the
be
in
will
and burial
cemetery in charge of Jackson
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Brothers Funeral Home.
Florence Wiggins, Mrs. Tunny
Overby, Mrs. James Kell, Mrs.
Thomas L. Stokes, HI , Louisa Martinez. Mrs. Beatrice
Beard, Mrs. Bobby Bowles, Mrs.
Thomas Ladd Stokes, DI four- Lera Weatherspoon, Mrs. Roper
months old son of Mr. and Mrs. Jeffress, Mrs. Raymond Grady,
Thomas Ladd Stokes, II, died Mon. Mrs. G. W. Holly, Melvin Harris,
Fulton; Tommy Cannon, Mrs.
day morning.
Funeral services were held Tues- Jimmy Lucy, J. W. Duncan, Lilday afternoon in the Whitnel Fun- lian Hensley, Mrs. James Futrell.
eral Home chapel, with Rev. W. T. Tammy and Jamie Futrell, South
Barnes officiating. Burial was in Fulton; Mrs. Richard Eastep,
Mrs. D. L. Stroud, Clinton; Mrs.
Palestine Cemetery.
In addition to his parents, he is Laura Scott, Mrs. James Brown,
survived by his grandparents. Mr. Cayce; Newt Melvin. Harris Staand Mrs. Fred Jolley of Fulton and tion; Almus Williams Wingo; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Costello of K. A. Roach, Union City; U. S.
Murray; his great grandparents, Copeland, Mrs. Billie Stephens,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell of Water Valley; Mrs. Boris ColFulton, B. C. Stokes of Paducah. tharpe, Mayfield; Mrs. A. C. Bell,
and Mrs. John Farmer of Murray. Dukedom: Mrs. L. D. Baker, Martin: William Simons Fulgham;
Wallace Burnham, Route 3, Fulton.

Bobby Scees
Best Boss

Harvey H. Winston

JONES HOSPITAL
Ivan Brady. Mrs. Otis Sizzle,
David Snead, Joe Workman, Mrs.
R. L. Cannon. Mrs. Edna Drewry,
Joyce Hale, Willie Gene Simpson.
Mrs. Earl Forsee, Mrs. Maggie
Rawls, Fulton; Jerry McClanahan,
T. E. Williams, Cayce; Mrs. Clayton Moss, Sharon; Sara Jones,
Route 3, Martin; Sam Jones, Lynnville; Mrs. Fred Hart, Wingo.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Manaus Batts, Mrs. Mary Wynn,
Ocie Tharp. Pauline Willette, Cal:in Stover. Fulton; Mrs. Gene
Gardner, South Fulton; Mrs. Jamie
Wade, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Aubrey Frields, Mrs. Bud Matheny,
Route 2, Fulton; Mrs. William
Polsgrove, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Lucille Rainbolt, Dresden; M. L.
Crooks, Route 3, Clinton; Mrs. C.
D. Hastings, Mrs. I. R. Jeffries,
Crutchfield; Mrs. R. S. Bransford. Cayce; Mrs. Earl Roach,
Water Valley; Mrs. Bobby Rhodes.
Miss Eunice McMister, Route 1,
Water Valley; Carol Burgess, Miss
Donna Lee, Route 4. Mayfield; H.
B. Hubbard, Hickman; Mrs.
Thomas Lindsey. Leon Grissom,
Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Lennie Bonn,
Nashville; Landon M. Louthian,
Charleston Heights, S. C.

Graveside services for Harvey
H. Winston were held in Palestine
Cemetery last Sunday afternoon,
with Whitnel Funeral Home in
charge. Rev. Luther Clark officiated.
Mr. Winston, 72, a former Fulton
resident, died last Thursday in
Houston, Texas.
Surving are a sister, Miss Lucille Winston, and a nephew, John
Heatherley of Union City. Cousins
are Mrs. Bob Binford, Mrs. Mildred Anderson and Otis Norman of
WELCOME ABOARD
Fulton, Mrs. John D. Long of
Wendy Walker Wright was born
Hialeah, Fla., and Winston Norman
in
Monterey,
California on Sunday,
of Jackson, Miss.
March 27. The young lady weighed
pounds at birth. She is the daughter of Lt. and Mrs. Hendon 0.
Mrs. Mary E. Roberts Wright.
Mrs. Wright is the former
Ruth
Caldwell. Mrs. Hendon
Mrs. Mary Emma Roberts,
Wright,
Wendy Walker's grandwidow of W. M. Roberts, who died
39 years ago, died Sunday in mother, flew to Monterey on Monday
to
welcome
the new arrival.
Tampa, Fla., following a month's
illness.
Mrs. Roberts, 94, was a former
LET'S SING!
resident of Fulton. Her hii9band
The Fulton-Hickman Counties
operated Roberts Cafe On State singing convention will meet at
Line. She was born in Graves tbe Oakton Methodist Church at 11
County, and was a membeI of the a. m., April 10, for all-day singing.
First Christian Church.
The public is cordially invited to
Funeral services were held in attend.
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel
yesterday (Wednesday) afternoon,
with Rev. Henry Hanna, pastor of
the First Christian Church in Fulton, officiating. Burial was in
Fairview Cemetery.
Surviving are two sons, Bailey
Roberts of Fulton and Charlie Roberts of Louisville; two daughters,
Mrs. W. J. Dalton of Fulton and
Mrs. Verna Lampton of Tampa;
sixteen grandchildren and fourteen
great grandchildren.

TV

SERVICE
REPAIRS

SINGING CONVENTION!
A gospel singing, featuring the
Hamilton Brothers, the Smith
Brothers and the Southland Boys
will be sponsored by the Wingo
Lions Club at 8 p. m., April 16,
in the Wingo High School gymnasium. Admission will be $1.25
for adults and 50c for children.

Ar-fennas Installed

ROPER
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"Super-Right" Meats
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

STEAK SALE
Le. 7ip Le. 99t
fiuessWIto HamS
85c
i
b
theBossIs
Ham 1F, 2ikLE:114 65
At gourA&P Smoked
BONELESS STEAK CUTS
,ROUND

T-BONE

SIRLOIN

LB, $109

PORTERHOUSE lb. $1.19
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

SEMI BONELESS
WHOLE OR HALE
(HO SLICES REMOVED).

SUPER RIGHT

(ANN PAGE WHOLE CLOVES lh OZ. CAN 170

lb'

It's you!

Bottom Roomer-4.89t Top Round
Sirloin Strip
1641.79 Delmonico
•.,Cube Steak
1611.09 Beef Stew

,I
Think about it. It makersgge.4..,,;
All of us from the President on down,work for you.

and the many people like you?

That's why you're important That's why we care so much
about how we serve you

16 99t

FRESH PAN READY
FULL
DRESSED

Is this kind of attitude a greason for shopping A&P?
corysicirre tsunam ATLANTIC & PACIPIC TVA CC- R

C

Fruits and Vegetables!

13

19c

9

LI. $1,79
‘p BAG
(SAVE 20)

COLD TREAN OR
DEL MONTE

-c- 68c
99t
IIC
KAON2
s

Al, LIGHT

SLICED OR HALVES

11i-Lot
Con•

Jane Parker 'Baked Foods!
ead OR PIMENTO
e
Alt
e
p
esc
eof
fp
er
234 %11
S
Breadmutt.g 69s

CHERRY PIE
SAVE 164

10de
EA. vs/

CEOSS BINS

DOVE LIQUID

63c
59c

61 -PoTi.
SWAN LIQUID
1-PT. 6-01.

(

78c

LIFE BOUT SOAP
FOR 434
2
1

2

VIM TABLETS

FLUFFY ALL
794

3.1.1. lox

COLD WATER ALL
CIT.

DISH WASHER ALL

78c

MI.4-01. 10X

DEL MONTE SLICED DELSEY BATHROOM
PINEAPPLE

38c

394

CONDENSED ALL
3-111. 1-01. BOX

2411. 6-01.10X 694

TISSUE

24. . .R*"

894

Lb.
Boa

2

SPECIAL LABEL
(Sens 14e)

Potato Chips
Hot

46c

FLEISCHMANN'S
MARGARINE
(c... 011)

YOUR CHOICE
TOMATO JUICE
S
14-01.3/794) ID CANS

AlP I -Of.

PRELL
SHAMPOO

39c 52200PiJ,.994
B..

Lb Pkg.
GOLD PKG.

$139
I

qt.

GLEEM
5-01.
11111E

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
1.1.1 TM

Lb.
Tie

TOOTHPASTE

ITLE 834
TISSUE

89t
69e

SWIFT —
IL, so. c- 4S4
BEEF STEW
VIENNA SAUSAGE
2'a 394
CORNED BEEF HASH T.,°' 39t
,
\
SPAG.S,MEAT BALLS

DEIJAOHTE, LIBBY, CAMPBELL OR
STOKELY
1-0T.

KLEENEX FACIAL

.141

COFFEE

QT' C71a
MR ei/ 86,

Pink Salmon
Chunk Tuna
Peaches
eL

Oranges

$115

I

NAVEL

Pole Beans

(Lb 59,(1

SPECIAL SALE
EIGHT 0' CLOCK

MAYONNAISE
(
I ANN
PAGE
11:,55ti

LI $149
Pkg

2 LI Plq,

KRAFT

It's one of many.

Lb-

SUPER RIGHT ALL MEAT

Li.

Fine Grocery Features!

about being fair, honest anclIcependable.

‘..

BONELESS

Pkg 794

Where we started more than 100 years ago.

[ FRESH TENDER

I. S Rtb89c
r Cwf
lb

Rib Roast
Beef Roast
2
Sliced Baco n „Lb
Perch
45C Wieners
SUORRPs,
EAR
RLLRLOI IG
GN043T
H T Dip
RUMP

We know. We'd still be in that little store on Vesey Street

rts.119
.9
79
4
lb 794

BNL'S

SUPER RIGHT(1.
7
3GRObF
.LT1,14E
99
7A
,ST

Frankly, where would we be without you

1-Lb. 4-0s.

TELEVISION
308 Main Phone 472-3843

Ton, Gates
Jaya,' Seat. Pr•sodont

Doug Sadauirlaind
Jaycee State S•crea•ry

Robert Perry
Distinguidued

Page 4

M. J. Tyson

Funeral services for Millard
Jacob Tyson were held in Whitnel
Funeral Home last Sunday afternoon, with Rev. Charles Jobe officiating. Burial was in Liberty
Cemetery.
Mr. Tyson, a retired plumber
and electrician, died Thursday
night in the Obion County Hospital
at Union City. He was a Veteran
of World War I and a member of
the Baptist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Etta Mae Harding Tyson. Route 5,
Fulton; one daughter. Mrs. Doris
'Walters of Montgomery, Ala.,
three
grandchildren
and one
nephew.

Lindell Greer
Key Man
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NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from Pape One)
a meeting for me at the State Department with Douglas MacArthur
II, nephew and name-sake of the
famous General. Ambassador MacArthur, who is the liasion officer
between the State Department and
"The Hill," already knew about
the Banana Festival and was very
generous in his praise for what we
have done to create international
good-will. His interest is even
keener since he feels a kin ship
with our area. His wife, is the former Laura Barkley, daughter of
the late and beloved Veep Barkley of Paducah.
Ambassador MacArthur's office
is just as you would expect an am.
bassador's office to be. Plush, magnificently furnished and a proper
setting for such a distinguished
diplomat.
Yet, he's the easiest gentleman
to talk to, and with, you ever saw.
Said he: "You don't have to sell
ME on your program, the thing
for me to do is get the right people
together at a small meeting so we
can explore every possibility available for help. Its the top most
level of diplomacy that we
can reach to get the story across,
in person."

Tom Gates
State Presidsui

Incidentally, on the way to Ambassador MacArthur's office I
a w
Ambassador
Harriman's
name-plate on a door near MacArthur's no we stopped in to say
"hello." Mr. Harriman was In
Florida taking a well-earned rest,
but his staff gathered around us to
ask us all about this year's Festival. They seemed almost enchanted that we have done so much in
so little time. Ambassador Harriman had told them es-cry minute
detail of his attendance at the
Festival It was such a gratifying
experience for me, as I am sure
it would have been for all of you.

I

Jeanne (Mrs. Baker) told me that
her next door neighbor is Sidney
Rockefeller, a nephew of Governor
Nelson Rockefeller of New York.
Since I was on a search for financial assistance for the Festival
I kidded Jeanne about taking her
neighbor a covered dish of fried
bananas as a neighborly gesture. I
felt that if I could have him taste
the delicacy our problems would
be over.

Cub Scout Knights Duel With Their Home-Made Armor Page 5

Letters of Interest
(Ed's Note: Has the Banana
Festival fulfilled its mission to call
attention to our community and to
the banana industry in general?
The letters below, received in the
Chamber of Commerce office answer the question in quick manner.)

Jeanne and Phil didn't think
that was such an ap-peeling approach to neighborliness.
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Talking...Listening Modern Keys
To Understanding, Bell Teaches
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Beech Bluff High Schot
Route 1
Chamber of Commerce
Fulton, Kentucky
Gentlemen:
Our Home Economics class i
studying nutrition and we wad.
like to have all the informatior
etc, yOu could send us about ha
nanas and the festival.
Thank you,
Class Secretary
Wilma Alexander

••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
If It's New DOTTY Has It
•
•
•
: THEY'RE HERE! •
•
•
•
•
Your
iLlog •
•
•
New Spring
•
•
B&PW Members
•
•
To Host 1967
•
•
Area Meeting
PROM TIME AND
•
•
•
•
DANCE TIME
•
•
Select Yours Early
•
•

It dorsal ..ke any sense at
all, as you ,._ll kn. w. I feel that
we can do tore good with 50 students learning to know us in two
short weeks here in our own homes
and cities than can be accomplished by ten times that many people
on a foreign land. But that's the Sir Lanoallot and Sir Dwain duel as Lady Cathy Green and Lady Carman Rudolph look on.
way the program is set up and that
Was that with Mr. Sylvester and
his staff.
I made calls on the P.irtners fir
Which mattes me inject a local
.Festival program so you know that Spring day, only to go through
comment at this point .. the peo- the Alliance, the Alliance for Progress,
even the Department of the talk was good and the surround- such a blinding snow-storm on the
ple of the twin cities have made a
ings like something in a story- Pennsylvania turn-pike that I missfabulously wonderful reputation Agriculture during my four-day book.
ed the "exit" to Columbus and
for themselves in putting on the stay in Washington.
ended up at New Kensington, Pa.,
Among the people there were.
Eestital . .. the necessity for havI made a fromal request to the Mrs. Cooper's brother, George 28 miles north of Pittsburgh.
ing everybody, but everybody,
White House for a high-ranking Rowan. and her lovely niece and
I got to Lexington, Ky. in time
who has any talents to contribute
to the program is more imperative representative to be here for this name-sake, Lorraine Rowan. An- to give R. Paul the car for his date
)ear's Festival and talked with Did, other guest was Bill Rodgers, on a that night (Chi Omega Spring
Seven members of the Fultonnow than ever before.
friends in the office of the DemoUnited Nations mission, who com- formal). We stayed with Bert and South Fulton Business and ProThis was ('ile's (Sauvigne) first cratic National Committee.
mutes between his homes in Cali- Mabel Combs in Lexington on Fri- fessional Women's Club attended
trip to Washington. She passed
the spring conference for District
fornia, New York and Greece. As day night.
through there when they were movTuesday afternoon, after a migh- a matter of fact he was leaving the
An early start Saturday brought 1 at the Irvin Cobb Hotel in Paing to Union City from New York.
ty busy schedule I went to the next ,day for Greece with some us home about one-thirty Saturday ducah last Sunday. They were:
She was nearly beside herself with
Ecuadorean Embassy for a visit representatives of the United Na- afternoon . . .and as always the Ramelle Pigue, Lorene Harding,
the awe, beauty and excitement of with
Ambassador Gustavo I.arrea tions with whom he planned to dis- sight of Fulton overshadows every Anna Belle Edwards, Amaline
this city that is not only our
Na- and dear ole Gustavo Polit, minis- cuss our Festival.
beauty I've ever enjoyed M the Homra, Frances Jones, Ruth Scott
tion's Capitol, but the capital of
ter counselor of Ecuadorean Afand Elizabeth Caldwell.
world.
the world. She couldn't have
seen fairs who was at the Festival last • That evening Senator and Mrs.
the international aspect of this
,The state federation representayear and has been spreading the Cooper attended a small dinner at
city any better than staying there
tive at the meeting was Gaynelle
good word in our behalf ever since. the French Embassy honoring MEETING TONIGHT—
at the International Inn. Most
Slum; second vice-president, who
Secretary of State Dean Rusk.
of
the visitors and guests are
(Continued from Page One)
was the principal speaker, using
The visit with the Ambassador Others invited to the dinner were
connected with the diplomatic corps, was a wonderful way to end the Ambassador and Mrs. Douglas
Mr. Martinez-Fonts will advise as her subject, "Programming for
and it Is a most common sight
wan
gracious,
the
Betterment of the Clubs."
Tuesday.
He
MacArthur
II,
with
whom
I
had
the
group
of
the
meeting
place
in
day
on
to
see men and women in
flowing friendly and so keenly dedicated been working during my Washing- Miami so that all may join to- Betty Durrett, state membership
expansion
costumes of their countries just to our Festival that I felt I had ton stay.
Travelchairman also made a
gether to board the flight.
moseying around as if they were been visiting with an old friend.
ling to Miami is optional with each brief talk. The devotion was given
On leaving the Cooper home, individual planning to attend.
in their native lands.
by Elizabeth Caldwell.
Mrs. Cooper said to us: "I am goIf there was one truly gay, reRamelle Pigue was elected disThe Festival and Fulton Is
Only eight more persons are
in- laxing "fun" evening during the ing to suggest to the French Amdebted to her for going along on
bassador that from here on they needed to fulfill the quota invited trict director at the meeting and
entire trip it was Tuesday evening have bananas on the menu." And I to attend, other than the members Peggy Tripp, of Paducah, was
the trip with me. She has
the
Tennessee delegation in Congress when Cite and I were invited to the imagine she did, for this lady is of the Banana Festival board. The elected assistant dircetor. The dishome of Hank Fort, a song-writer
at her assistance for us, just as
cost of the trip is $250.00 round trict is comprised of clubs in Fulwe whose kin-folks came from around sold, but co'd on our program.
have the
trip from Miami. The amount in. ton, Mayfield, Murray, Paducah,
Kentucky delegation
McGehees).
This
parts,
(the
these
working for our side of the border.
accomodations in Princeton and Reidland.
On Thursday morning Frank Al- eludes hotel
dynamic gal, described by Liz
tripplsus the
It was announced at this meetQuitosl
pri- c
Carpenter, Mrs. Johnson's press bert and Fats had arranged a
of all sight-seeing trips which ing that the spring conference for
Monday night we were Invited secretary, "as much a part of the vale tour of the White House for
includes
udeesouvnt
isits
ry e,e
Coloradotothed the district next year will be
us. I had called Mrs. LBJ's per- da
to dinner at the home of Col.
and Washington scene as a dry marEquator and held in Fulton. Attention was also
,
secretary, Bess Abel (daugh.
Mrs. Phil Baker. Mrs. Baker is tini," married a most wonderful
called to the state convention
ter of former Governor-Senator Santo Domingo.
a long-time friend with whom
I guy by the name of Bill McAuliffe
Any person who may be con- June 3-5 at Lexington and the naworked in the Veterans Adminis- two years ago. He's a stock-broker Earle Clements) for a taped inter/ sidering is especially urged to at- tional convention July 24-28 in AtUnfortunately
view
for
Cite.
tration in Washington. She Is alio in Washington, but he's also a
tend the meeting tomorrow night. lanta.
R. Paul's godmother. The Bakers gent who can sing the best I ever could not go on the tour since I had
some frenzied telephoning to do,
live in that spanking, brand new heard.
so Cite took off with her trusted
Watergate apartment
building,
Bill and Hank have made a new tape recorder and came back
which has a magnificent view of
Favorite about eleven o'clock beaming as
called "My
all of Washington's historic beauty. album
Friend," which I shall give to though she had been in fairy-Lnd.
WFUL soon as I find time. I met
She apparently charmed all the
Hank when she was travelling with
Talking . . . listening — two Teletraining deals primarily with
Mrs. LBJ during the 1960 presi- guards and hostesses, for she was
given
a more detailed tour of the methods of communication man business usage of the telephone.
we
have
dential campaign and
private quarters, and interviews depends on the most. Two that re- Students receive training in long
Plume IN
Orsamireasi
been close friends ever since.
quire more and more skill in our distance calls and in the planning
to her heart's content.
age of advancing communications. and answering of business and secAn airfoils inlaid Linekines.
Cile was In some kind of a trance
This year many grade and high retarial telephone usage. They
listening to these two talented
—Vinyl NM Tfle.
Climaxing the entire trip was a
their formal luncheon not for me as a school teachers will use "Tele- learn more complex •"- phone pro"live,"
with
sing
along
folks
—Dawns CarpetY:
album. I'll tell you more about that person, but the president of the In- training" materials to instruct their cedures.
—UPheirterles. Modern•
"Teleiraining materials are alater.
ternational Banana Festival, at the students in these two important
Amalgam
vailable to any school and teacher
magnificent residence of Ecua- skills.
free
of charge," Ader said. For
Larry Ader, manager of SouthWednesday I started out with dorean Ambassador and Mrs. GusJAMES HAZELWOOD attache
further information contact the
case in hand and started tavo Larrea. It was formal, with ern Bell Telephone Company, exgovernmental
offices every amenity of protocol observ- plained, "Teletraining is a three- Southern Bell business office here
visiting
111111111111111=1.
in Fulton.
again . . . among them the office ed, including the Ambassador's package instruction program in
to coordinate our efforts for a toast to our twin cities and my correct, effective use of residence
and business telephone service."
civic center. Cile went to lunch toast to the Ecuadoreans.
The program is designed on
with Bailey Guard in Senator
But it was a warm, and friendly three levels—grade school, junior
Cooper's office while I made some
I
was
gathering.
and interesting
high and high school. The packmore calls.
sitting at the Ambassador's im- ages include color films, slide
mediate right, above the salt, and films, practice telephones, direcafternoon
we
that
five
p.
in.
At
Jasper Baker, wife of the tories, instruction booklets. They
drove out to Georgetown to have Mrs.
ANDREWS
Washington representative of the tie in with vocabulary building,
tea with Mrs. John Sherman CoopFruit Company, at his left. speech, English grammar and
Jawelry Company
er. That wonderful lady had some United
Baker and I had many business courses.
people in who could help with our Mrs.
mutual friends in common I learnThe grade school package aims
.111•1=1MV.1
ed. Now we have the Banana Fes- at the third grade level. "The
tival in common. She is making children learn how to use telephone
such plans for herself and Mr. equipment and directories. They
Baker to attend that she asked if learn how equipment works by
she should make reservations now. visiting the telephone business ofI told her I had a few good fice or by having a telephone infriends in the motel business staller visit them." Ader said.
POE TOUR
Voice And Smile
around town that I might be able
The junior high course relates to
FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
to sway some nice accomodations speech and English studies. The
Miss Laths Exum, Fulton's very
for them.
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
class analyzes the impressions of lovely Junior Miss of 1966, shows
voice, manners .and word choice her class-mates how she puts "a
" FARM LOMB
was
after
the
luncheon
Anything
over
the telephone. Training in smile in her voice" during a recent
208 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 472-1251
anti-climatic. We turned in early practical application includes how Tele-training Class in her "Genrourort. KENTUCKY
eral Business Practice" Course at
Thursday night. We started out at to handle emergency situations.
six a. m. Friday on a magnificent
According to Ader, senior high Fulton High School,

ONE
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ed the banana recipes presented
If so, for how many years? Ala
is it possible to obtain the recipe
for each year? I like bananas s
much I have been looking for mor
recipes.
Sincerely yours,
Lillian Makepeace
I heard about your festival froi
television.

February 24, 1966
Chamber of Commerce
Fulton, Kentucky
Gentlemen:
It is my understanding that you
have a Banana Festival in your
city each year. I would appreciate
any information which you might
have concerning this occasion, its
origin, etc.
Yours very truly,
Mrs. Rosa A. Church
Claude, Texas 79019
Chamber of Commerce
Gentlemen:
March 8, 1966
Will you please send — all th
3474 Orange Avenue
information you have on the Ba
Long Beach, Californana Festival?
nia 90607
Any other information you car
Chamber of Commerce
to send me about Fulton will b
Fulton, Keatuelty
appreciated.
Dear Sir: .
Thank You.
I understand you have had each
Very truly yours,
year a banana festival in your
John B. Crabbe, Jr.
town.
309 Juniper Ave.
How many years have you had
Pacific Grove, Calithese festivals and have you printfornia

Tuesday morning, as a result of
an appointment made for me by
Ambassador MacArthur I started
out to the State Department for a
conference- with Harry Sylvester,
director of the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs for Central and South American countries.
I had talked with Mr. Sylvester
last year concerning the participation of his department in the Festival, so I didn't have to give him
a thorough. backgreund study of
our goals in staging the Banana
Festival.
In order that I would not have
to call on a lot of other State DeparUnent offices that would produce m
-ills, I plied Mr. Sylvester with a thousand miestions only
to learn that millions of dollars
are spent each year to send talent,
arts and crafts and teachers to
S- (th and Central Aiherica, but
(Leer is rot a penny available to
help us
•
the same kind of
activities i
-ountry.
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•
•
• Formals
•
•

•
USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••

Telephone
Talk
by
LARRY ADER
Your Telephone Manager

!in
Professional management people today have prett3
much reached agreement in—A BUSINESS FULFILLE
ITS SOCIAL FUNCTION BEST WHEN IT RECOG
NIZES ITS PRIMARY PRODUCT TO BE SIMPL)r
SERVICE.
What then is "Service"?
The word service is derived from the Latin wort
"servus" which ment A SLAVE. Does this mean that i
we are to have as our primary product service then w(
are to deal in something called slavery? This is just ex
actly what it means. If we are to offer service to you—
our customer—then we in actuality are to offer ourselves to be your servant to fulfill your desires.
How should your desires be fulfilled? Since w(
hold no other position than that of servitude, then
even by nothing more than by default, you hold th(
position of master .. . with the right to command!
This puts you, our customer, in the drivers seat
You pay our salaries to serve you. This binds us to ar
ethical responsibility to give you the kind of telephom
service you would give yourself if you could.
I, as local manager of the telephone company, haw
responsibility
to see that your desires are met. If th<
the
service that we are giving you does not meet with youi
satisfaction then let me know about it, for until you lel
your wishes be known they cannot be fulfilled. I live ir
your community to serve YOU. Allow me the chance.

ass
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Friday Deadline
For Participation
In Feed Program

OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, Camas, Agent
Union City, Tem.

FARM NEWS

The preservation of
natural farms have effective coned allotbeauty, festured by the National ments of 6,007 acres
Wildlife Federation as the theme
'Throughout the yountrv, a total
The mama cows will be bawling for the 1966 annual observance of
Growers were reminded today
of 264,730 cotton farms in 30
that April 1 is the last day for next Tuesday, April 5 for 300 feed- National Wildlife Week, is a cause States had
been signed up through
filing applications to take part in er calves will be traveling on the close to the hearts of all conserva- February
25 to divert 2,065.571
Martin Ifighway to the West Ten- tion-minded
farmers.
WM JIM PRiOR
National acres out of upland cotton producthe 1966 feed grain program.
nessee
Auction
Company
the
for
Wildlife
Week is being observed tion in
Narvel Seals, Chairman, Obion
1986. Effective allotments aenialusal arm Moo, rased menu,
County Agricultural Stabilization Anual Spring Feeder Calf Sale of this year March 20 - 26.
on these farms total 6,596.768 acres.
WHY P16111121 PASTURIll'
Conservation
Committee, the Obion County Livestock Assoand
Throughout the Nation, members
Cotton farmers ii ho plan to take
points out that only growers who ciation. The sale will start at 3:00 of the Federation and its affiliated part in the 1966 program
Would you like to have a pasture
file
appliparticipate in the program will be p. m. and the calves will be grad- State and local groups have invited cations by the April I
deadline. that would make manes with your
eligible for price support on their ed according to USDA Feeder Calf all citizens to join them in their agreeing to reduce plantings
livestock
program' Our first reat
,
1966 crops of corn, barley, and Grades and sold according to worthwhile educational project to least 12.5 percent below the
farm's quirement to: a profitable pasture
grain sorghums. As last year, the grade, 50 lb weight groups, breed insure that the tremendous values effective allotment and to meet is a sound lirs -; aad fertilization
support is made available through and sex.
of outdoor beauty are preserved other program Provisions
PM', program
If you need some quality feeder and enhanced.
loans, purchases and price support
ducers may divert as much as 35
Many ant the question. "Is it too
calves you should keep this sale
payments.
"No citizen plays a more import- percent of the ano:ment.
expensive to fertilise pasture and
Besides qualifying for price sup- in mind because the Obion County ant role in the effort to preserve
Program benefit, include • di. ha) areas sits
recommended
port loans, purchases, and pay- Livestock -Association is trying to natural beauty than farmers taking version payment of 10.5
cents per amounts of plant food The answer
ments, the participating grower sell the kind of feeder steers, part in any of the conservation ac• pound on the farms projected W
to
this
is
no'
You
will
not have
also earns a diversion payment for . heifers ands replacement heifers tivities sponsored by the Federal of the acreage diverted, and
a trouble Gliding treated fields and
shifting part of his feed grain base that will do good on Obion County Government.
price-support
payment
of 9.42 tbe livestock will r.st either nisi
to a conserving use; the payment' farms and feed lots. These calves
"Most conservation practices - cents a pound on the proyeeted is also mit of has prod:U(11On. i
does not apply to the first 20-per- have been inspected on the farm
in addition to solving conservation yield of the acreage planted for , Even though the pasture and bay
cent diversion except on farms! to assure you that you will get
problems - improve the appear- harvest within the (arm's domestic' fields are the largest areas on the
with small bases. The price sup-, quality calves. The calves will be:
ance of farm and ranch lands. Na- allotment 165 percent of the el- farm, it is not congdered too ex.
port payments may be earned on 1. Graded into uniform lots accord- tural
le additmo,! pensive
beauty is restored or newly fective allotment
the projected production from an ing to size and quality; 2. Dehorncreated when trees or grasses or participants become eligible for, Some have rues
Inning!
acreage up to .50 percent of the ed; 3. Steers castrated by knife:
price-support
loans
on
all cotton' pasture
shrubs
heal
scars
on
the
land due
and has crops in bill
.otal feed grain base for the farm 4. Vaccinated for Blackleg and
produced, bawd on a national aver..
to
overgrazing
bad
or
agricultural
country
will
give
increased prH
ay planting one or more of the heifers vaccinated for Bangs; 5.
practices. And, besides its many age rate of 21 cents per pound for duction as well as high quality.
.eed grains, corn, grain sorghum, Out of registered bulls and beef
,
gross ! Liming is the
other values and benefits, conser- Middling 1-inch cotton.
foundation of all
ir barley, or by planting soybeans cows; 6. Heifers guaranteed open;
weight,
at
average
location.
vation gives an added bonus in
•
fertility
programs.
It
7.
Fresh
supplies
from
grain.
farm
feed
on
of
lieu
sale
:a
day.
Small farms (thase with allotmaking our environment a better
much needed calcium arar so-eet
The Chairman urges farmers
You can see from me anove th:t and more meaningful
pace in ments not over 10 acres or with a • ens the soil for maximum avail
.vho are interested in taking part Cie association is making every
"projected production" of 3,600.
which to live.
ability of plant food
n this year's feed grain program effort to have available 300 quality
pousds or less) sill receive pay- 1
"This year, measures which have
One of the most important steps
o call at the ASCS County Office leeder calves and if you need some
ment withoat Montt to reduce
in fertilizing is to test the soil
AS soon as possible, since there are calves be at the West Tennessee substantial beautification benefits plastings. If the oserator
chooses1
are
being stressed under OUT basic
Without this test, it is impossible
:nly 5 working days left before the Auction Company next Tuesday afto reduce the acerage on such al
Agricultural Conservation
to know what and how to apply.
Pro- farm, an additional
iignup deadline, and signing up is ternoon, April 5.
diversion pay -I There is no
gram. This program - in operapoint in making an apnecessary step in program parWade Herefords Average $369
meet will be made on the acres
tion since 1936-has a solid record
&reason in the dark you could be.
The Tom W. Uade Hereford sale
actually diierted a: the level signspending money when the element
Through March 25, 654 growers last week averaged $369 on 55 lots, of achievement. Each year, it ed up.
ames net needed
n the county had signed up to di.! with 20 bulls figuring at 5397, 35 shares with over a million farmers
Upland cotton Li-tiers who take
Once a pasture is established.
:ert 13.730 acres for payment un. .ema:es $353, and the top ten head the cost of carrying out practices part in the 1966 program will
reto consene soil, water, woodland,
annual plant food maintainance us
ler the 1966 feed grain program.
averaged $551.
ceive half of the estimated diverand
wildlife
essential.
on
their
Pasture and hay felds
individual
Department of Agriculture ofTop bu,1 at $1,000 was TV/ Silver
sion payment at the tune of the
should not be considered as RESTScials are stressing the continued Prince 57 sold to David Hicks., farms and ranches. In the last 5 signup, if requess.wi, or
as
soon,
years,
ING'.
conservation
They are the hardest w-orii
work has been thereafter as
seed for full participation in the alcEm en, Tennessee.
possible The rest of; ing
done through ACP on more than
fields on the farm if you have
i9lia feed grain program. Feed
There were two top females at
the diversion pay memo and the,
a fee herd
train stocks remain more than $560. TW Husker Tonnette 4 went 1500 different farms on Obion price-support pay- ment will
be
County.
'There is no plant or combination
;ufficient.
io Fred Ferrell, Elgin. Okla.. and
made later after program complio! plants that will give year round
Feed grain program applications EXtra Lot
"And more recently. the Goiern- ance has been de'errn,ned.
went to Coley Heregrating
We do have grasses and
nay be filed at the ASCS County .ord Farm, Lafayette, Tennessee. menEs conservation efforts on
It is important to sign up belegumes for each season
(rice any day Monday through
)
There were 35 commercial Here privately owned farms have been fore April 1 deactme. All program
Plants require much plant food
Friday. Office hours are from 7:30 ford cattle sold including cows expanded to provide the pilot Crop- benefits including the
cotton loan,' much of the year
In early spring
m. to 4:00 p. m. Sign-up dead- with calves and bred heifers which land Consersion Program - to will be available only to
farmers
Me is Friday, April I.
shift land from production of cur- who file appheatioss to take part' rapid growth and warm weather
aieraged $250 per lot.
with
moisture
conditions
high.
The cattle were in good working rently unneeded crops Into another and then carry out their intentions
plant food is used rapidly SumBIGGEST WITH SMALL:1T
condition. There was a medium income - producing activity - and as sidiested in thy application.
mer supplemental pasture even
Alaska, largest state in the crowd and bidding was active, with the new Cropland Adjustment Prowhen the weather is hot and dry.
United States, has the smallest buyers reported from Tenn., Miss., gram-a long-range program look; utilize large amounta of fertilizer(
ing toward the permanent diversapital. Population of Juneau is Ark., Ala. and Okla.
in
such maximum yields
sion of on needed cropland into
Alfalfa Weevil Worms Busy
:200. the National Geographic
It is possible to cot up to 10
In a very few days, since the al- conservation and recreational pur
says.
falfa weevil worm has already
iakiaoseammiMmORmi.E....a111•MMIIMMI
All of these conservation pro
matched out in every field, alfalfa
growers will be needing to spray grams stress practices which ben
alfalfa to control this worm. We fit wildlife, including the establishwould advise alfalfa producers to ment of trees, shrubs, grasses, lestart examining alfalfa closely gumes, or ;flier vegetative cover
Storm Doors
Insulation
Thirty-six
western
Kentucky
around April 1, because if we have to provide food or habitat. the de- counties have joined forces to build
Siding-Roofing
Windows
warm weather most fields will velopment or restoration of shallow a much needed swimming pool at
Awni
FHA Tei-ris
need spraying sometime during water areas: and the construction the Dawson Springs western Ken-,
of permanent ponds or dams. And lucky 4-H club ramp.
the first week of April.
Fulton Cour
the CAP offers special incentives ty's quota is M.030.00.
Farm Oates To Remember
to farmers who agree to allow the
The Fulton County 4-14 club counApril 5 . Feeder Calf Sale - West
public free access to land designat- cil elected Reginald
Williamson as
Tennessee
Auction
Company
ed under the program for the pur- chairman of the fund
drive. They
Martin.
pose
of hunting, fishing, hiking. are soliciting funds
400 Main
BIB Taylor
from parents
April 6 - Feeder Calf Sale - and trapping.
and
other
people
interested
in 4-H
Brownsville.
Farmers are
encouraged to club work. Also the sixteen
Homecheck with the local ASLS County maker Clubs in the
county are beOffice about available assistance ing asked for
help in this program.
under these national conservation
Club members in all the eighteen
programs. AC? and CAP are 4-H clubs •
are selling 4-H club
operated in all agricultural coun- pencils to
do their part. Fulton
ties through the Nation.
County has had an average of more
than sixty 4-11 club boys and girls
Cotton growers in Obion County attend
this camp for each of the
have signed up a total of 744 farms past twelve
years.
to divert 1375 acres out of upland
cotton production under the 1966
cotton program. The signed-up Subscribe To The News
Finder Calf Sale Next Tuesday

4-H Council
Seeking Funds
For Club Camp

DIAL 472-1997

TIMBUKTU TO YOU
as mush ha) front a properly!
Timbuktu, the fabled Sahara city
fertilised held a, one deficient In
once jealously guarded against
one or mom mattienta
Farmer, often sea, "If I spend a Europeans, still sharpen, its dagdollar AIR plant food, tor hay pas- gers for infidels, but only to sell
ture hots muen Went will I get In at souvenirs, the National Georsreturn ' Wlt. if &mimed man- phic says The most romantic
agement practina an followed, town In the African republic of
yew ean expect Omit or five dol- Mall, Timbuktu has dwindled into
lars worth of grating for each a minor trading center, nut
?frilliest' dollar In supplemental spruced-up hotel facilities refresh
summer pasture it It a little dif. visitors delighting in its mud
Mersa story. when eight to nine houses, minarets, and camel cardollars in grating should be ex- avans.
peeted per dollar invented
I think it e sild be a sale interest
RICO Is NICE
rate for your Aene> The di,idends
here would he more than many
Taste r Creole and Cajun dishblue chip stoeks
es has boosted yearly rice con
sumption in Louisiana to 30 pounds
Aimose any mother can think of a person, five times the national
a reason ens her son *book' Tee average,
National
Geographic
he in the armed services
says.

Need Money for Operating Expenses?

GET IT

from your PCA!

Llse a PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer...to meet other operating and family expenses. PCA loans otter advantages that come from 30 years of experience:
Low Interest Cost,., motel are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Convitaient Terms...repayment is scheduled when you
salt cr.sm or livestock and have the money.
Personal Service...PCA is owned by the people who use
it ... your loan makes you a member owner.
There are other benefits-reasons why more than • halls
million people look to PCA for money to meet expenees.

PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Asuari•tion

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Manager, Hickman, Kentucky

TWIN CITY HOME!
IMPROVEMENT CO.

Crossword Puzzle
CROSS
I. Bros Mast
food
5. Clear
S. Snakes
/2. Goes astray
13. Nigerian
tribe
14. -- Pickford
IS. Shelter
16. Rounded
molding
18. Owns
19. Everlasting
21.- Karp
23. Buy back
24. Dinner
course
25. Wily
28. Extends
over

Chiming your own home is a good investment
...and when you finance your home with
My
the dollars you pay each month are "growth dollars,"
Each payment you make increases your equity
until you own your home debt-free. And in the
meanams
you enjoy It VVhy not let sameof them
"growth dollars" work for you? hatralarranea
•

home loan for you tailored toIceasead•

FIRST FEDERAL
S1VINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
214 Main
ninon, Ky.

28. Limb
29. Finish
30. Perform
33. IndoEuropean
35. Track
38. Sticks
Of medicine 52. Let it stand 20. Musical note
40. Character 47. Qualified
53. Abyssinian 22, Yttrium:
42. Boat
48. Trade
prince
chem.
43. Attack first 50. Atmosphere 54. Sheltered
25. Imperils
44. Unit of work 51. Finnish
side
27. Some
45. Quantities
poem
30. Admittance
DOWN
31. Wine
I. Fishermen 32. Prickle
2. Hansel
33. Grew old
and34. Horses:
3. Grasping
slang
4. Steamship: 35. Doleful
Answers on
36. Bearlike
abbr.
5. Renovators 37. Examination
Page 7
6. Image
taker
7. Dollar: abbr. 39. Negative
8. Be
41. Terbium:
9. African
Peek!
chem.
43. Continent
desert
10. Chatterer
46. Paddle
/1. Orderliness 49. Lieutenant:
16. Singles
abbr.
17. Possesses
51. Sun god

Don't

7-

429,000
Homeowners

Cou;Lin't Be Wrong!
In the area servell by TVA power distributors, over 429,000
electricity for heating. Look to your left, look to your right homeowners use
... chances are
one of your next-door neighbors is heating with electricity.
Why/ Ask him.
He'll tell you that it's economical to operate. (The average

home - 1,350
square feet- can be heated electrically for
about $100 a year.)
He'll tell you that it's economical to install; it's comfortable;
it's
dependable; it saves time; it's clean and it's healthy.
Electric heat makes for better, easier,
cleaner living. Ask

your neighbor.

FREE PLANS
We'll help you plan an electric heating system for
There's no charge, no obligation. Just give us a

your home.

cell.

allealleillesommeneesamenmemesimenemennommemeeneseim

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
-- PHONE 472-1362 --

TO YOU
tied Sahara city
'larded against
larpens its digbut only to sell
National Goonmoat romantic
:an republic of
is dwindled into
center, 'hut
'acilities refresh
in its mud
and camel car-

support aircraft carrier USS Hornet, after completing more than
seven months in the South China
Sea off the Coast of Vietnam with
the Seventh Fleet.
Hornet provided the Seventh
Fleet with anti-submarine defense
and search and rescue services.
He was awarded the Vietnam
Service Medal for his participation
in the Vietnam war against the
communist guerrillas.
Ezuoute to Long Beach, Hornet
visited Iwo Jima and Sydney Australia.

NICE

and Cajun dishearly rice conMa to 30 pounds
lea the national
Geographic
ml

tenses?
Airman Virgil L Craven
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—Airman
Virgil L. Craven, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil L. Craven of 507 Maple
Ave., Fulton, Ky., has been selected for training at Sheppard AFB,
Tex , as an Air Force communications specialist.
The airman recently completed
basic training M Lackland AFB,
Tex.
A 1963 graduate of Fulton High
School, he attended Murray State
College, Murray. Ky

o meet nthoffer advam

iay only on
when yon

pie who use

,han • halfet expense&
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FURCHASE

n Credit
anon

ltucky

MONTGOMERY, Ala. —William
P. Reed, son of Mrs. W. C. Reed
of 301 Park Ave.. Fulton, Ky., Ms
been promoted to colonel In the
. S. Air Force.
Colonel Reed is a student at the
Air War College, Maxwell AFB,
Ala. After graduation in June, he
will be assigned as executive uinstant to the director of legislative liaison with the office of secretary of the Air Force at the
Pentagon.
The colonel, a graduate of Fulton High School, was commiseioned upon graduation is 1946 from
the U S Military Academy, where
he received his B S degree in
miiltary science He is a member
of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
His wife. Phoebe, is the daugh8022
ter of Mrs. R. E. Hull
Ridge Ave , Cincinnati.

FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO.—
Army Pvt. Jimmy L. Ware, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ware,
Route 4, Box 134, Hickman, Ky.,
completed a combat engineer
course at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.,
March 25.
During the seven-week course,
Ware was trained in the construction and repair of roads, railroads
and bridges. He also received
training in demolitions and mine
warfare.
He entered the Army in November 1966 and received basic training at Fort Polk, La.
The 30-year-old soldier attended
Riverview High School
WICHITA FALLS, Tex. — Airman Third Class Horace E. Stephens, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joncy C.
Stephens of Rt. 2, Water Valley,
Ky, has been graduated at Sheppard AFL Tex., from the training
course for U. S. Air Force aircraft
mechanics.
Airman Stephens, a graduate of
Mingo !Ky.) High School, la being
assigned to HurIburt Field, Fla.,
for duty with the Tactical Air
Command.

W. J. Reed, District 17, and ha
many friends here wishing him .
very soon recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiti
and sons, Mark and Stevie,
Martin, wisited parents, Mr. an
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, near hers
Saturday.
Mrs. Johnnie Rickman and Id
ter-in-law, Mrs. Joe Morton, eac
have been hospitalized in the Mu'
ray Hospital for several day:
They are the children of Mr. an
Mrs. J. Carbitt Rickman. A
friends hers, wish a most speed
recovery.
If Mother Nature plays up goo(
this writer hopes to have som
beautiful flowers to show you th'
summer. It's the colorful plant,
summer poinsettia. The seed wa
obtained by Mrs. Doyle Frields
Fayetteville, Tenn., from 'le%
friends. The original seed cam
there from Detroit. It is most e)
citing to grow something net
each year, flowers, vegetables c
just anything you desire. It's aLs
fascinating lo watch growth an..
care, and I hope I can do my bet
with this particular flower, so net
to me.

Get-Well wishes are extended to
Dewey Grissom, who has undergone surgery at the Obion County
hospital. He was a former resident
of this locality and is the son-inlaw of Mr. and Mrs. Wess Jones,
near here.
The revival closed at New SaSaturday
lem Baptist Church
night. Held by Rev. Russell Rodgers with Evangelist Rev. Douglass Nash. Some fine sermons
were delivered by Bro. Nash and
there were two conversions. The
attendance was good at each service.
Mrs. Dave Mathis shows some
sign of improvement since our last
write-up. She is resting more comfortably and is up a portion of the
time, we are glad to report.
Mr. Charles Wall filled his appointment at Knob CrFek Church
SERVICE PLAQUE — Elton (Buck) Ewes,* re .vises servic• plaque presented by members of the
of Christ the past Sunday at 11
State Police, and County Clerks throughout the •re•. Pictured left to right are James Blalock, Calloway a. m. Sunday School is held at 10
County Clerk; Elton R•mag•, retiring officer of the State Police; Mary
County Clerk; Frank Yates, G
We send Get-Well and best wishL. Byte's**, Hickman County Clerk; and Ruth Johnson, Fulton County Clark. R•rnage retired from the
es to Clay McConnell, in a Chicago
—Photo Courtesy Mayfield Messenger
State Police after 18 years service last week.
MONKEY BUSINESS
hospital, who was hospitalized the
Monkeys are employed on th
past week. He has been employed
by Swift and Company for many Malay Peninsula to gather coci
years now. He is the son-in-law of nuts. They are paid in soda pop.

FHA Mortgage Insurance Available
For Veterans, Stayton Points Out

John B. Slayton, commander of
D. A. V Chapter 117, Fulton, Ky.
says that the Federal Housing
Administration has provisions in
its basic home mortgage insurance
program which make it possible
for qualified veterans to buy
BANGKOK, Thailand — Airman homes for their occupancy on
First Class William T. Barnes. of epeeist terms.
Hickman, Ky., is now on duty
The benefits in the FHA program
with the U. S. Air Force in Thaiare similar to those in the GI home
land.
Airman Barnes, son of Mr. and loan program of the Veterans AdMrs. Harold Rupert of 1101 Holly ministration. The FHA program,
St.. serves as a medical specialist however, is open to veterans who
with Air Force advisory personnel are not eligible under the V. A.
who supported aerospace defense program and to veterans who,
and training activities—closely co- though eligible, have not used that
ordinated with the Royal Thai Air program.
Force.
A steran wishing to use the
The airman is a graduate of FHA program must submit a cerHickman High School.
His wile is the former Jean D.
Smith from England

Liss HORNET (CVS-12) — Airman William J. Emery, USN. son
of Mr and Mrs Joseph 0. Emery
Pakistan means "land of the
of Route 1, Fulton, Ky., has returned to Long Beach, Calif. pure'' in Urdu, the National
aboard the anti-submarine warfare Geographic says.

MODERN 2-BAY
ASHLAND SERVICE STATION
Ideal location in heart of Fulton business district.
Investment can be tailored to individual. Company
paid training. Most equipment can be furnished.
Call W. T. Templeton, Clinton, 0L3-3121, or
Write W. R. Palmer. Box 606, Mayfield

John B. Stayton
Commander Chapter 117
Disabled American Veterans

Kentucky Arts Commission Taking
Applications For Group Grants

The Kentucky Arts Commission
now taking applications for
grants in aid from groups and organizations interested in making
the visual and performing arts
available to Kentuckians in' areas
where exhibits and performances
are not readily accessible.

Is

committee has voted to set aside
$30,960 in State funds for arts projects in the fiscal year beginning
July I.

Another $30,000 will come from
the National Endowment for the
Arts' matching funds program,
providing the Kentucky plan is apMrs. John W. Oswald, chairman proved.
of the Commission, said the deadMrs. Oswald said "Bringing the
line for filing applications is Friarts to all the people and comday. April 8. munities of the Commonwealth is
'Applications should be submit- our primary objective. Excellence
ted to the Commission at the earli- of exhibits and performances will
est possible date.'' said Mrs. Os- be stressed."
wald, "because Kentucky is reShe said the Commission has no
quired to file a State plan with the
underwrite
Federal government by May 1, immediate plans to
or exhibitions in
performances
listing all projects under coasideavailreadily
areas
are
they
where
ration.''
able on a continuing basis. She
Applications are available from emphasized that Commission funds
the Kentucky Arts Commission, will not be used to make up reRoom 304, Capitol Annex Building, curring deficits for arts organizations or institutions.
in Frankfort.
The

Commission's

executive

SAFETY IS SEEINGI
0

Now, before it's too late, check
your windshield wipers and make
certain you're doing a good job of
keeping your windows clear, advises the Kentucky Department
of Public Safety. Periodic checks
of both defrosters and wipers will
help you avoid losing a de. r
picture of the road ahead.

as

tificate of veteran's status, VA
Form 26-8261, along with the FHA
application form. The certificate
may be obtained from local VA offices or your local D. A. V. A veterans entitlement to special benefits under the FHA program does
not expire after one use, as it does
under the VA program. I will not
attempt to describe mortgage insurance financing for veterans under the FHA plan; however, I
have offices in the Dewey Johnson Insurance Agency, 226 Commercial Avenue in Fulton, if you
wish to talk with me, or write
your local VA office.

Buying goods on cree.t is much
easier than paying for the goods.

Answers to punks in paps

DODO 00C 2000
DOM 131:10 MOO
MOO 00000 000
000DMOM MM000
ODOODM OMUODO
non COMO OCIIM
OMD
MID DOOM OM
rvlr3rlInfILIO133
GOMDO MODEM
ODD 00000 U00
00M0 12103 MOO
0000 000 0000

STRICTLY BUSINESS

SUSe

• sip It slow and easy

GRIA.

• it's TRUE bourbon

him.
1,350

• it's made by Hiram Walker

Friends and family of Fonnie
Reed went to his home Thursday
night to eat birthday supper with
him. Those present, other than
Mr. and Mrs. Reed, were Mr. and
Mrs. Howell Jones of Hickman,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Alfred and
Joyce McCall. One daughter, Mrs.
Durell McCall was in Florida for a
vacation and was present by way
of telephone.

Taal/ Say they're delkionsi

Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. DureLl McCall reported a very pleasant week in
Florida, going as far as Sarasota.
They returned on Saturday.
as held at the John
A sale
Hodge home, and Mrs. Hodge is
now with Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Haley at Water Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Holt and
two children have moved to this
community from Michigan. They
are making their home at the
Thomas Turbeville farm.
Mrs. Odis Haley is a patient in
the Fulton Hospital.
Sunday morning, April 3, has
been set for communion service at
Good Springs Church.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. koiley visited Mrs. Ainley's sister near Farmington on Sunday.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Millard Tyson, who passed away Thursday after a lengthy
illness. Mrs. Tyson is the sister of
Mrs. A. C. Bell.
Mrs. Effie Winston continues to
be very ill at Jones Hospital in
Fulton.
Mrs. Pearl Bell is hospitalized
at Hillview in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Watkins
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Cole at Dover, Tenn., on Sunday.
In a recent letter from Mrs.
Garrett Bailey, she reported that
she was still being troubled with
her eyes. She had an operation for
Glaucoma before leaving here for
Detroit and has never been much
better.
Also, Ricky Bailey, who is in a
medical technician school in Nashhas been working in a hos•
pital in Waynesboro. He will return to Nashville for more school
work next week, but plans for
his internship at Waynesboro.

Joan's cooking dinner,
calling the drug store,
stirring the gravy,
telling her guests to
make it 7:00,
calling her husband,
and tossing the salad.
Joan's doing_all this
in one spot.
'
Thanks to her
handy kitchen phone.
(What else that costs so little lets Joan do no much so easily?)

THE "GOOD OLD DAYS"?'
Snakeroot, or milk-wort, was
once so well known as a panacea
that quacks added it to all their
nostrums along with such staples
as snake oil and swamp water.

by McFsafters

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

• It's 86 proof
•It. straight bourbon
whiskey

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

1111=0
\\\RAM WALKERS

ITS SO EASY TO

TEN HI611
tTRAia„rwc;50°'
WeustlY

STOP AND SHOP
AT

ALSO AVAILABLE IN IOD PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
NIRAN WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, iwrais

FIVE -0- ONE
"There's jest one thing to remember when you use this
toothbrush. Pay your electric bill."
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Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
Unforgettable, St. Patrick's Day, March 17, 1966.
It was the 25th anniversary of the National Gallery of
'Art. Miss Martha Christensen was given an award at
the White House, it was our 11th wedding anniversary,
and John was awarded the Yale Bowl, which is given by
the Washington Yale Club to the Man of the Year.
While John was busy working, I
went to the Joseph Alsop's for
luncheon in honor of museum directors from out of town who had
come for the Gallery's celebration.
Then at three o'clock, to the
White House where John Walker,
Director of the National Gallery,
spoke in the East Room to the 25
recipients of the National Art
Teacher's award. Mrs. Johnson
presented the medals for out.
standing achievement in art education. It was a proud day for
Kentucky and Louisville, when
These are the more than 90 squires knighted by King Arthur, all member-a of Cub Scout Park 40, in full regalia. Tts• entire cestutnet
were made by the boys 01•MIPlieell. For
Miss Christensen, Supervisor of
the past month they.have also been studying the Code of the Knights of the Round Tab I.. About 190 parser's, plus interarsted
friends, •ttencisd Hair party last Monday night at
Public
Louisville
Art in the
Auditorium
Carr
in Fulton.
Schools, whose service has been
such a contribution to the art students of the city, rose to accept
which comprises central and weft'
the medal. I don't know how to
em Kentucky.
explain it exactly, but some people
receive an honor more courteously
Among the principal speakers on
than other people, and that's just
the conference program are C. W.
what Miss Christensen did. After
•'Pat" Gilcrut, Rotary Internation:he presentations, we were greeted
al Representative, and Pearl L.
by Mrs. -Johason and Paul Mellon, Acheson, former Secretary of
Whitehead. retired Executive of
Q —I
was discharged three cot medical treatment for such a
who received the Yale Award last State and member of the Yale
Boy Scouts of America The proyear, and had refereshments in the Corporation, introduced John.
The annual conference of the 53 gram will also include special enNew tax withholding tab/es and months ago after serving three condition You must apply to tin
State Dining Room.
He is an excellent and witty instructions for the 65 to 70 million years, all during peacetime. I now VA for such treatment within six Rotary clubs grouped together In tertainment and hospitality feaAfter that came the preview of speaker and apt to be rather bit- persons who will be affected by the require immediate medical treat- months from the date of your dis- the Rotary district for this area is tures, such as the Governor's Ball,
the private collections of Mr. and ing. and I was rather apprehensive, Tax Adjustment Act of 1966 are ment for a chronic condnion charge or release from service
to be held in Bowling Green on a dinner honoring Club Presidents,
Mrs. Paul Mellon and his sister, but he gave one of the most iater-, enroute to IRS Regional Service which was incurred dunr.g my enApril 1, 2. and 3, it was announced a dinner honoring Club Secretaries,
Mrs. Mellon Bruce. which was esting, amusing and complimen- Centers for labeling and mailing. listment. May I receive outpatient
Q—I am the widow of a World Tuesday by Bin Fossett, President and a memorial service for deshown at the National Gallery for tary introductions that my hus- IRS District Director G. C. Hooks treatment or hospitalization from War I veteran. I would like to of the local Rotary club. "At the ceased Rotariat- s
the VA even if I have not yet filed know if I am eligible for benefits meeting." he said, "we will discuss
the first time. This is a very large band has ever had. He told how he announced today.
conf:rence will nominate a
a claim for disability benefits?
and important collection of French and John helped lay foundations
from the Veterans Administration. matters relating to this Rotary Rotarian to serve as governor of
Although new withholding rates
district, in addition to hearing in. this district
Impressionist paintings, chosen for NATO during their three jour' will not become
fur 1966-67. He will be
effective until May
A—Yes, but you should apply
A—The widow of a World War I formative addresses and making
with unerring discrimination for neys to Europe during the fifties:, 1, IRS is
elected, along with 278 other nomiexpediting information to immediately to establish the fact veteran
may be entitled to a non- plans for increasing our service ac- nees
their freshness and charm. Mrs. how John had represented the,
of districts in all parts of the
give employers and employees that your condition was incurred
service-cornected pension if her tivities."
Bruce bought Captain Edward United States at the United Na-,
world. at Rotary International's
maximum time to adjust to the in service. The Veterans Adminisincome from all sources, inelud.
Molyneux's (the dressmaker) en- lions and had triumphed over the
A delegation of fr
embers of 1946 convention in Denver, Colonew withholding system. It is ex- tration can now authorize emering Social Security payments, is the Rotary club i I this city Is
ire collection of paintings re- Soviet representative, Vishinsky.
rado. U. S. A Rotary governors
pected that IRS Service Centers gency hospitalization and outpati.
less than $1800 per year without scheduled to attend the conference.
naricable for the agreeableness of He remembered things that even will
supervise and coordinate the sercomplete labeling and mailing
dependents, or under $3000 with The presiding officer at conference vice work
he subjects — summer gardens. John had forgotten, so when John
of more than 12.000 Roof the Employer's Tax Guide and
depender.'s. You can apply for this sessions will be Waylon Rayburn. tary
„thildren, still lifes of flowers and rose to accept the award, he made
clubs with a total membership
Employee Fact Sheet I Document
nonserv ice-connected pension at of Murray. Kentucky. who is the of 580.200
:ruits, things that make one hap- C 2 best talk of his life.
business and professional
56421 to all employers with 255 or
the nearest VA regional office im- Governor of this Rotary district men in 1/9
py.
countries
I came home bearing the great less employees by the end of
mediately.
Raek home to get ready for the silver bowl, "To John
Sherman Starch.
great erent. There is no use pre- Cooper, .23, for distinguished
Employers in this category total
tending that we weren't overjoyed achievement of service in the,
Q—If I apply for release from
approximately 4 million and have
by the Yale Club's honor. There is highest traditions of Yale
liability on my GI home loan how
Univer- on their payrolls 30 million ern.
nothing like recognition from pen- say:,
long is required to obtain such a
ployees.
?le you know well. John has reThe calendar inches nearer the release'
To make it as easy as possible
zeived' an honorary degree from
first Monday in April, and Benton,
A—Three to four weeks, dependfor employers and employees to
Yale and the Montclair Yale
the seat of Marshall County. Ken- ing
upon how quickly credit infer
comply with the withholding proBowl, but this one, given in a place
tucky, is ready to celebrate for the
visions
mation
of
and employment verificathe
new
act.
IRS
has in- 134th straight time,one of the truly
where he works and has so many
cluded in the Employer's Tax
tion can be obtained on your p -rfriends, was particularly moving.
unusual annual events held any- chaser.
Guide not only the new tax tables,
The dinner of 300 took place in
where in this vast nation.
A police training school will be but a one-page fact sheet with
he grand ballroom at the Willard
Benton's unique event is Tater
Q--I am an elder,y World War
Hotel. Among the people at the held April 4 through 7 for the South sample tables and a new W4 for Day.
H veteran. I would like to make
head table, who were piped by the Fulton Police Department and employees.
Tater (and don't in a fit of pro- arrangements to be buried n
members
of
departments
in
a
the
Scotch bagpipes of swinging Scotsirr English call it "Potato") Day national cemetery when I die. To
men in kilts, were —t/liam Mc- surrounding area.
deserves the unique tag for two whom do I apply?
Mesney Martin, Chairan of the
Hugo th'interrowd, of the Federal
reasons: 1. it is the only known
A—Application for burial in a
monument under the sun ever dediFederal Reserve Board, also for- Bureau of Investigation at Memnational cemetery cannot be acmer recipient of this honor, the phis, is providing the services of
WANTED — Preferably between cated to that humble and other- cepted in advance of death. Upon
special agents of the FBI to con- the
unsung
wise
farm
product, the
ages of 18 and 65: Tire kickSecretary of the Army, Bishop
the veteran's death, a survivor
duct the training.
ers, door stammers, hood lifters, sweet potato, and 2. it is a rare should apply immediately to the
10 le0Of
Moore, and many Representatives
traders, swappers and buyers. slice of pure Americana. a view superintendent
of the national
if Congress. The Yale Glee Club,
ply in person at FULTON CAR of a small-town custom that has cemetery where burial is desired.
$48
45
s pi $155
remained about as unchanged as is
7 rt
dressed in tails, entertained us
Intelligent adults are kind to the MART, Highlands, 51-By-Pass.
The VA can furnish information
possible in this fast moving day
during dinner, and then Dean children they meet in life.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. en Proof• 100 Proof Bon led.ln.Bond.
and assist the survivor with the
rat ANTENNAS: We Install — and age.
Yellowstone Dietillery Co. Loutsville. Kentucky.
application.
i'ater Day was started in 1843,
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV the year after Marshall, one of the
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television, far western or Purchase area
counties of Kentucky, was founded.
FOR RENT: _Floor sanding ma The event has been held without
chine and electric floor pelishe. a break ever since on the first
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex Monday in April, the start of the
US.51 & Middle Road Fulton
Phone 472-3531
change Furniture Co.
regular session of county court.
While they might not have gotten back to town during the rest
of the year, from the earliest years
rural residents of the county gathered in Benton on court day to
transact business, visit friends and
SAVE! GET our
trade talcs and commoditie.T.-of an
PACKAGE DEAL Infinite variety.
A main trade item in the pioneer
All type.' of Insurance
years was seed sweet potatoes,
"Coeering Everything"
then a scarce and treasured commodity in those parts. As this cus226 Comm•rcial
tom continued, the occasion came
to
be known as Tater Day, and the
Fulton, Ky,
Phone 472-3503
name stuck. Because of its association with sweet potatoes for
seed, many in Marshall County
WE RENT - - hold that Tater Day marks the official beginning of spring regardless of what the calendar may
Hospital beds
show.
Baby beds
In view of all this, it's ironic
that Marshall County isn't now, nor
Vacuum Cleaners
was it ever, a great seed sweet
Floor polishers
potato growing section. Today
there isn't a single farmer in the
who grows sweet potatoes
county
WADE
FURN. CO.
Whatever your sport, whatever your hobby, Kentucky's state and
commercially, those offered for
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky sale
national parks slier you weeks of wonderful vacation. There's
or trade are imported from
My Old Kentucky Home, rich in tradition ... Pioneer Memorial with
neighboring states:
its reconstructed frontier settlement... John James Audubon State
Park, a natural sanctuary .. , Mammoth Cave, famous throughout
the world ... parks on lakes for water sports, parks in mountains
for scenery, 12 complete state resort parks with the very finest
accommodations and every facility for fun. And It's all close to
Gonuln• B.F.Goodrich retreads op.
home This year, join the nation
No Bulbs—No Belts—No Straps. Holds rupture In and up like the
in a Kentucky vacation.
plied eletewall to eldewall only on
hand — Accept No Other--Accept the Best For Reducible
Send for exciting vacation literature.
carefully selected sound tire casings.
I= SW =I
1=1
MMMMMMMMMMMMM
Travel Division, Public Information Department 0000
Capitol Annex Building, Frankfort, Ky, 40601
Please send me complete Information on how to have the best
vacation ever at Kentucky's State Resort Parka.
Name
Washable, Sanitary — For Steele Or Double Rupture
Address
CITY DRUG COMPANY
City
WHEN YOU TRADE iN YOUR OLD TIRE
409 LAKE STREET
State
PH0NES 70, 4211
ZIP

King Arthur And His Knights Hold Court In Fulton As Cub Scouts Go "All Out"

Income Tax
Tables Sent
To Taxpayers

For

Area Rotarians

QiresionsTEAndRAlweNrs AFFAIRS I

To Gather In
Bowling Green

Benton's Famed
Tater Day Is
Set For Monday

South Fulton Police
Plan Training School

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
- the home
of Bourbon.

CLASSIFIED ADS

It's worth a
try,isn't it?

DEWEY JOHNSON

Vacation this year...exploring
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Y'S 40
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RUPTURE
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NEW TREAD TIRES

FREE FAST MOUNTINGI

NO MONEY DOWN UP
TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY
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With Easter only 10 days away
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ALWAYS
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The Twin Cities
Area Is Bustling
Pt A. 10
With The Excitement FULTON. KENTUCKY
Of Its....
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In 1853
BALTIMORE—The first meal
ee • train was served on a
run from here to WheelW.Va., Jan. 10, 1853. A
terer provided the food

By GENE BAKER
Son-Democrat Staff Writer
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
STATE PARK.
-First
District Democrats endorsed
Bert Combs as their choice for
governor here Friday night but
the name of Henry Ward was
tossed around so much that the
highway commissioner probably
got little sleep because of his
ears ringing.
If Combs came out with tmanimous support and the promise
of being an unbeatable candidate, which he did, then so did
Ward.
Democratic leader William
F. Foster, principal, speaker at
the "Dratil Combs" testimonial
dinner 7 uniting attended by
about 200 members of the Democratic party, helped c re a te
that point.
Foster, a personal friend of
both Combs and Ward, told the
group it was his belief that
Combs would not seek the governor's chair and that the nomination would go to Ward. He
said he was sure that Ward
would accept the nomination.
Foster said he based his assumption on personal conversations with the farmer governor
and highway taMitnillskakir.
He said he talked with Combs
in Lexington recently and that
Combs told him, "I don't want
to run for governor."
Foster said Combs told him
that Ms wile does not want to
move back to Frankfort and
that he (Combs) is making
more money practicing I a w
than he could as governor.
He said that Combs was also
cool to the federal judgeship
that appears to be his for the
asking. Foster said the former
governor told him, "Willie, I
don't want to be a Judge."
The Merit Clothing Co. president, who supported A. B.
Chandler and Harry Lee Waterfield In their campaigns against

Combs, but who was one of
Combs' staunchest supporters
during his administration, said
he then told Combs that if he
doesn't run the next man he
would be for would be Ward.
Foster said Combs told him
that he thought Ward is one of
the best highway commissioners
Kentucky has ever had and that
he would make a good governor.
Foster said he had talked to
Ward on the phone earlier Friday and that Ward had hinted
that he would run if Combs definitely decided against running.
"If Combs runs, I'm not going to run," Foster quoted Ward
as laying.
But if Combs does not run
"my temperature might go up
a little," he said Ward told him.
Foster said Ward told him
that "If the people want Sue,
would be their candidate ... I
think. I won't say definitely."
While Foster's confidence In
the decision of both Combs sod
Ward was obvious, he refused
to shut the door on the possibility of Combs' running.
"If pm* throughout t h e
state will impress on Combs
strong seeugh Oat he Is the
Democrat they want to be the
nominee, he'll be their candidate," he said.
Foster said that Combs Is a
loyal Democrat and that if the
pressure is strong enough, "he
will be your candidate."
While Foster was uncertain
who would be the Democratic
party's candidate he made it
clear that he knew who would
supply the °potash:Ice in the Republican ranks.
"You can't help but love and
admire (Gov, Edward T.) Ned
Breathitt. But if we don't do our
job right, with everybody working together, the man who will
replace him will be Marlow
Cook," he pointed out.
He said he was confident that

It's like Spring!
Striking color and cap-
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You Have A NationWide Reputation
Wherever You Go!
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E The Tri.County Credit Bureau is
!
not an Only Child." It has bra.
ther bureaus all over the United
States, with which it interchanges data. Consequently the
man who is known in Fulton
County for prompt fulfillment
of financial ablations will find
himself preceded ev•rywher• by
that reputation.
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to be done...

Cook, mayor of Louisville,
would be the Republican choice,
and excluded the possibility that
Louie Nunn would get the nod.
But Cook got no praise from
Foster, who said the man the
administration selects will be
strong enough to defeat him.
Foster said, "Combs would be
one of. If not the strongest
candidate, on the Democratic
ticket."
He also said that if Ward
rims be will roll up his greatest majority in the First District and that, because he is so
well thought of in Jefferson
County (Cook's home county)
he would give Cook a lot of
trouble there.
Foster said that he would give
his utmost support to either of
the Democrats. He told the
group not to take any chances
and urged them to roll up their
sleeves and to work together
and pull together and prove to
Combs that he N the people's
choice.
The group responded by unanimously adopting a resolution
endorsing Combs for the Democratic nomination. A copy of
the resolution, which will include all the niunes of those
attending the melding, will be
mailed to Combs.
The group also formed a
"West Kentucky Bert Combs
Membership Club" to generate
First District enthusiasm for
the former governor. Membership dues will be $1 per person
with the money going to Combs'
campaign if he decides to run.
If he chooses not to run the
money will be refunded to the
members.
James Lee Wyatt of Princeton, t h e program chairman,
held a workshop discussion period following Foster's speech.
Various state government officials gave testimonials for
Cambia.

Sen. Bass Going
To S. Vietnam
NASHVILLE
— Sen.
Roes Bass, D-Tenn., announced today he eras leaving April
6 for South Viet Nam to make a
week-long shady of a shippkag
bottleneck which he said ts cowling the U.S. up to $1 million
per day.
Bus said he and another
senator, as yet unnamed, would
make the trip at the request of
the chairman at the Senate Commerce commitbw.
Bass told • morning news
conference that lack of personnel to unload ships and lack
of proper docking facilities has
resulted in as many as 100
ships being tied up at one time
In Saigon Harbor.
Subscribe Te The News
Tin Complete Newspaper

Prori.rslyI

,
„vessel
"

Bureau

Office In Union City
PHONE 479-2941

First District PTA
Sets Conference

Stubblefield
Files Monday
For Re-election

The 38th annual spring conferonce of First District, Congress
Parents and Teachers, will be
held Friday at Gilbertsville
School. Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Registration will be held from
9 to 10 a.m., following a preconference board meeting at 9:15
a.m.
Scheduled for 11.30 is a panel
discussion, "Where Is Your Child
Going?" Robert 0. Miller, county attorney for Calloway County, will be the moderator and
principal speaker. Also on the
panel will be Dr. Robert Alsup,
professor of Murray State College's education department; the
Rev. Hoyt W. Owen, pastor of
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church; Trooper Dana Stroud of
the Kentucky state police, Cadiz,
and Mrs. Frank Kolb, Mayfield,
district tirsr vice president.
The meeting will be conducted
by the district president, Mrs.
William C. Nall of Murray. On
the morning's program also will

FRANKFORT — Congressman
Frank Stubblefield of Murray
and William Hatcher of Bowling
Green filed Monday for re-election.

be a devotional by the Rev. Harry Meadors, pastor of Gilbertsville Baptist Church; special
music arranged by trene Lon.North Marshall High School men
ic director, and a report ft a
headquarters by Mrs. J. A. Gadberry of Paducah.
Officers for the coming year
will be elected during the •day.
They will be installed at 1:30
p.m. by Mrs. Russell Snyder of
Henderson, first vice president
of the Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers.
Luncheon will be served at
12:30 at the Gilbertsville Scheel
cafeteria. Reservations must be
made by Monday with Mrs.
Hazel Dunn, Gilbertsville Rt. 1.
Price of the luncheon is $1.75.
Anyone interested in PTA work
Is invited to attend the conference. All principals and superintendents are invited as guests
of the district.
Publicity books and membership books will be judged and
displayed at the meeting.

State Police Use Guard
`Copter In Search For Car

FRANK A. STUBBLEFIELD
Stubbklield is seeking the
Democratic nomination from the
1st Congressional District -and
Natcher, the 2nd. Their districts
were only slightly affected by a
new congressional reapportionment law
Stubblefield is married to the
former Odessa Boaz of Mayfield.
He is completing his fourth term
in Congress.
Other congresional filings to
date include:
—3rd Democratic — William
W. Hagan and Norman Louis
Koch, both of Louisville, Republican — William 0. Cowger, former Louisville mayor.
State Rep. Norbert Blume, DLouisville, has announced for
the Democratic nomination but
has not filed.
—4th Democratic — State Sen.
John J. Moloney, Covington;
Myron F. Gleberman, Ludicnv;
Frank Er: Tharp, FL Wright. Republican — George Ratterman,
former Campbell County sheriff.
State Rep. Eugene Stuart,
Louisville, and former fird
trWt Congressman Gene Snyder,
Louisville, have announced they
would seek the 4th District Republican nomination.
—7th Democratic — Herbert
Rowland, Meetly in Johnson
County.

\

MURRAY, Ky., March 26 —
The newest thing in criminal.
searching—the helicopter—was
used in Calloway County Thursday in a hunt for the auto of a
man who shot and wounded
State Trooper Guy Turner—but
the hunters didn't have any
luck.
The craft was made available
to the state police by the Kenlucky Air National Guard at
Frankfort.
The pilot was Lt. Rodney Hithard of Frankfort and In charge
,of maintenance of the craft for
the search was Leonard Shame,
staff sergeant, also of Frank.wme..0111M.

I

fort.
Sgt. Ray McCarty flew as an
observer with Lt. Willard and
maintained radio contact with
Lt. Marvin Monroe, who coordinated the ground patrol unics.
Object of the hunt was a 1952,
1953 or 1954 Ford with radiator
grill missing. It is Brown or
rust-colored.
The investigation is continuing. Trooper Turner of Murray
was shot early this month when
he stopped at a country church
and surprised two men who
were breaking into the place.
He is improving at his home,
following discharge from the
hospital.
.1■1111.
win

Tis EASTER! and the value parade
starts with bright, colorful selections at

y Toggery'
We found Lori and Stevie Stow trying on these
outfits for parents, Rev. and Mrs. Gerald Stow,
just this week! It was difficult to choose from
the many styles and colors.

James Ward Lentz of Bail
County and Jesse N. R. Cecil
of Jefferson County have filed
for the Democratic nomination
for U.S. senator and Thurman
Jerome Hamlin, Louisville, the
Republican nomination.
Secretary-- of State Thelma
Stovall said March 30 is the
deadline fee-filing for LIS. Senate and House of Represeaeieves.

HOUSECLEANING?
Each
Take an OK-PARISIAN
break!

Itk
you'll find
Red Wing
work oxfords

Let us take all the
HEAVY WORK off your hands!
Get draperies and slip covers out
of your way while you're cleaning. Get costa and heavy winter
garments out of your closet.
(we'll store 'ern for you, too if
you want closet room BIN spring
and unmoor).

essee

...for ACTIVE MEN
who work all day
on their feed

Tr-' County

Credit

4,t,y

\II:

re-

It Peps
To Pay

Of interest to Homemakers

fee

District Demos Endorse
Combs And Praise Ward

72-3881

Welcome!
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COMPLETE STOCK OF RED WING WORK SHOES AND BOOTS

NOFFEL'S DEPT. STORE
Lake Street

Fulton

•
•

WE REVITALIZE ALL FABRICS— put "atore-freah" colors
and springinem back into the fibers of all fabrice—with our EXCLUSIVE
LET US PUT "SPRING"
bark into 511 your fabrics—
they'll look 'brand new"
after we dryclean then,

MIRACLE FINISH
PROCESS

61 -Pa4e4ie4e
LAUNDRY
218

AND CLEANERS- INC.

E. State Line

Phone 472-1700

•

•

I
L

Stevie is comfortable in Barry Boy jacket and
pants. The jacket is green plaid of dacron and
cotton with tailored collar—and check the
matching tie and knee socks.
Lori is dolled up in fluffy blue cotton organdy
trimmed in white lace and dainty blue butterflies. It has its own petticoat with ruffles and
bells! Added accents are the purse, bonnet,
and nylon glove, all of which may be selected
at The Toggery-ams..sms..wom.
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being shown. Of the
total, 85 graded U. S.
Choice No. 1, and 64
per cent qualified for
the carcase show.
In the on-foot show,
Paul Bailey, Route 2,
Murray, had both the
grand champion and
reserve champion.
Kenneth Ashby, Jr.,
Route 1, Hopkirtsville;
an exhibitor in t h e
youth division, had
the grand champion in
the carcass division.
Both the shows had
the type animals we
like to see produced
byourKentucky
swine breeders. The
number certifying in
the carcass contests
signify the quality of
the animals entered
in these events.

SIX FLAGS TO OPEN 11441
SEASON ON APRIL 15
Six Flags Over Texas, the 115acre theme amusement park located in Arlington, Texas, midway between Dallas and Fort
Worth, will open its 1966 Beason
on Friday, April 15 at 2 p.m.
The announcement came from
Angus G. Wynne. Jr.. president
of Great Southwest Corporation,
owner(00eratora of Six Flags,
which will be celebrating its firth
anniversary this year.
During the spring season
(April 15-May 27), the park will
be in operation on Friday afternoons and all idly Saturday and
Sunday. Beginning May 26 and
extending throughout the summer months, until September 5
ILabor Day). Si.. Flags will be
open seven days a week from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m. Following September 5 until closing day, November VT, the park will be in
operation on Saturdays and Sundays only.
Six Flags, which was built at
• coat of $10,000,000. has attracted over 6.6 million visitors
from all over the United States
since opening in 1961. This figure includes the record 1,713,000
visitors last year.
The Texas Tourist Development Agency now ranks Six
Flags Over Texas as the most
popular single tourist attraction
in the Lone Star State
Inside the magnificently landscaped park are more than 75
rides. attractions and shows
which are based on the theme of
Texas' exciting and colorful history — from its earliest beginnings to dynamic prospects for
the future. The name Six Flags
Over Texas is derived from the
six nations that have flown their
banners and claimed sovereignty
over its borders.
Some 1.500 hosts arid hostesses, mainly college students
and all colorfully costumed, keep
the park impeccably clean as
well as operate all the rides and
perform in the numerous attractions and shows.

ti'

Dressing Up For
Social Season

p.

The springtime social season -es merry mimes looking
their dressbest in pretty
pumps of g
imooth or

rat

RAY HUNTER Wiz, the time m chat with a couple of early morning coffee drinkers In his restaurant.
Alleyne White, who has worked fop Rey •bo..rt I years, is standing by • tsvdy to serve the next customs..
THE SHOPPFR SPOTLIGHTS—
g - od
Ray's Sandwich Shop—
place to eat, featuring pit barbiT6.-sandwiches—short orders—thek
malts and shakes, and g-ci-o-d coffee.
RAY'S has grown to its present
size today from a very small little
building located on the same site.
that began 'way hack in 1946 (20
year ago') by a World War II
Marine Sergeant named Ray Hunter.
Ray started out his business
and has built his business—with
three principles in mind that have
never changed: good hickorysmoked barbecue, an absolutely
clean and sparkling kitchen, and
the fastest service that he could
possibly give. He frankly admits
that follewing these three principles has built everything for him
that he has today.
In 1946 Ray started out by also
making doughnuts. He not only
made the doughnuts, but also loaded them in the truck and delivered
the orders.
The restaurant has been enlarged three times, and in 1963 Ray's
Lounge sias opened. Incorporated
as a private club, featuring live
entertainment twice weekly, the
Lounge has also required enlargement—in 1964 and again in 1965,
Thedecorations were by the Holiday Inns.
Ray's is noted for real pit barbecue which features a sauce
made from a special recipe, and
though Ray is pleased to sell you
all the sauce you would like, or to
do custom barbecuing on order—
he smiling refuses to divulge
either the ingredients or the
method of making this luscious
concoction.
The Hunters have some very
definite ideas about the kind of
services they offer their customers.
First • and very important - is
cleanliness in the handling, preparation and serving of foods. Second, always good food, properly
prepared. Third, quick service.
Every effort is made to serve cus•
touters as fast as possible. Evidently these ideas are pretty
sound. The growth of this
business is an excellent testimony to that.

Twice As
Many Graduate
WASHINGTON—In the last 10
years the number of U.S. high
school graduates almost doubled,
from 1,351,000 in 1955 to 2567,'

in 1985.

WHAT'S GOING ON
HERE
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner

Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
The National
Eggmobile will make
a stop in Bowling
Green during its visit
to Kentucky. Plans
e.,being made to
remoni e s
there April 5, at
which time Tennessec
Commissioner of
Agriculture W. F.
Moss will present
the c a r to me as
Commissioner of
Agric....11,re for Kentucky. The Eggmobile
will visit Nashville
prior to its arrival
in Kentucky.
Other activities-include the presentation
of a "Good Egg Award"
to a local citizen, and
keys to the city to the
driver of the Eggmobile. Easter eggs
will be given to the
Potter Orphan Home
and School.
On Wednesday,
April 6, the Eggmobile will be in
Lo•iisville, where
another program will
be held. Included as
a part of the Louis program will b'g
the presentation of a
Good Egg Award to a
local person.

Headquarters for The TOUGH BREED OF TIRES'
Charlie Scales Store
Highway Sl, North
1- 2 2'.

Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON -THE -FARM

TIRE SERVICE!

ynur tine on the spot
DON'T LOSE VALUABLE WORKING TIMEI

Fulton

The National Eggmobil e is a 1929
Buick car which is
decorated with promotional material. It
is being sponsored by
he Poultry and Egg
National' Board, and
will make stops in 18
states as apart of its
cross-country tour.
Destination of the
vehicle is the National
convention of the
Poultry and Egg
National Board in
Los Angeles, Calif.
The tour begins in
Raleigh, N. C., on
March 28 and is
scheduled to end in
California on April 24.

.'
Include vamp cut-out..,
sweetheart throaUjne
straps ot all types — ankle,
asymmetric T.
!ran at a party, boys may be
boisterous — but their shoes
won't chow It. New leather
dress footwear, •Med In flexible leather. Is as tough as it
Is trim
&start dress-up chokes for
boys range from ruggedly
handsome leather brogues to
slick -looking slip-ons of
smooth or kne-grained leather.

Pit IarIO
Ceellefis Borbequing
at all times
.1
BIG HAMBURG.RI gb4
mow
THKK MAKES
SANDWICH'S
FISH
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LAWN TRACTOR

$288.88
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And Try Our
Komodo Chin

ENTERTAINMENT
Each Thursday and

I

Saturday Nights
—40"
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A
Now, for the first time - - - Directly under
the management of the owner — for Better
Service. Greater Convenience. more Satisfaction!
Duke B. Crews and Paul Heltsley. owner.

JET LANES
4th Street

Fulton

Managed by Paul Hellsley

HUFFY
(+)Truckload SA

at WADE'S
FURNITURE
CO,

HUFFY

HI
WHEELER
ROTARY
MOWER

-I
„ a is, -,, i•4

$99.95

014)
Broodlcrwn Model 4855

* * *

T h e Department
has completed two of
its annual hog shows
and carcass contests,
with these being
held at Mayfield and
Owensboro. The
third will be held at
Campbellsville i n
October.
At the Mayfield
show, 57 exhibitors
from 9 counties had
146 animals to qualify
on-foot showing.
Of this total, 49 per
Cent certified for the
carcass show.
Inthe on -foot
division, Gordon
Samples, a 4-H member from Clinton,
showed the grand
champion. W. E. and
Thomas Ha rpe r,
Clinton, exhibited the
reserve champion.
Samples's animal won
the carcass contest,
with an animal
entered by Bailey
Harper, Jr., being
named as the reserve
champion car ca s s.
The grand champion
carcass had a ham
and loin cutting of
43. 04 per cent.
This year's Owensboro show and carcass
contest had 87 animals to qualify for
showing. Forty-two
singles were entered,
with 15 pens of three

-------

Went Chtick Results'
Buy A Widow. Want Ad

HUFFY2.5"

Ssolessrlbe Ts The News
Th. Complohi Newspaper

Went Claick Rewire'
Buy A Shopper Waco Ad

•EASY HANDLING •SMOOTH CUTTING
•POWERFUL
•5 H. P. Briggs & Stratton Engine
•Automotive Steering Wheel
•Pneumatic Tires
•Differential on Rear Axle
•Controls on Dash
•Padded Seat

BE HAPPY . . . . GO HUFFY
3 horse Power

19.,

Cutting Width

Lawn Mower
3 1/2 Horsepower

$48.88

25" Cutting Width

Lawn Mower

$52.88

2 Horsepower

Edger - Trimmer $69.88

BUILT FOR TOUGH MOWING JOBS!
This is it - the Huffy Roamer! It is sloolly of home
in tough gross or en e fine lawn The 16" Bicycle
typo. roar whools give tremendous
rability.
The bled* is belt driven front the ongin• crenksheh.
Briggs & Stration 3M M.P. •ngin• Fully baffled •
All steel deck.

big tiller
performance
....economy
price!

$109.95
The Parklane
4 Cycle Engine

HUFFY/TILLER
The Parklanr is • quick maneuvering, dependable, fine
quality tiller at a low price. Cone drive - no belts. The
8" wheels are removable - no tools needed. 12" Bolo
type tines are adjustable from 14"to 26"tilling width.
BE HAPPY - GO HUFFY ... RE HAPPY - GO HUFFY

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery
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472-1501
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Try Our
Made Chili
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for Better

Over 400 gaily-colored entries
were received during the past three
weeks in the News-Shopper Easter
Coloring contest, representing
many
dedicated hours of coloring by
Over 63 youngsters throughout the
News Shopper circulation area.
To all of you between the ages
Of 6 and 12 who colored even
just
one panel, we hope you enjoyed
our little "special attraction" and
had fun doing it' And to the dozens
of you who colored so many of the
panels and took themto the
spoilsorir4 merchants . . and especially to all of you who patiently and
beautifully completed the whole
series of ten .
our sponsors join
in with the management of this
paper to say a great big "Thank
You!" Our competition was so
successful that we will plan to do
it again next fall. maybe for
Thanksgiving, or maybe we will

more Setts-

Haley. owners

Just wait until before Christmas so
we can all color old Santa and his
sleigh, and his toys! So if you
didn't win this time, try again!
Here are the three top winners!
(Checks to these winners will be
in the mail by the time you read
this ,and congratulations especially to these three for a really superior job of artistic coloring, good
taste, and perseverance.)

these out for extra-good work on
some of the panels:
Debbie Giles, age 11, Route 3,
Martin, Tenn.
Edward G. Jackson, age 11,
Route 1, Water Valley, Ky.
Ginger Fields, age 10, 312 Broad.
way, Fulton, Ky.
Melissa Carol Castleman, age 5,
Water Valley, Ky.
Denise Homra, age 10, Highland,
Fulton, Ky.
David Morris, age 11, Water Valley, Ky.
Gwendolyn Kay Browder, age
10, Route I, Fulton, Ky.
Wanda Ann Dunavant, age 13'.,
Route 3, Fulton, Ky.
Stanley Vaughan, age 9, Route
1, Clinton, Ky.
Cindy Lee Sanders, age 6, Mayfield, Ky.
Linda Powell, age 10, Route 3,
Fulton, Ky.

Fulton, Ky.

Old Faithful Twins?
Study So Indicates
YELLOWSTONE PAR1C. Wr•
-A geological study indicates
that Old Faithful may really
be two geysers in one, operating on cycles of about 45 minutes and an hour to an hour
and a halt.

Vet For Every 70,000
LAMA, Peru
-A Haves
dry Cif San Marcos report says
there are 70,000 domestic tole
male in Peru for each veterinarian. The report from the
university Veterinary School
says there are 700 licensed vetertnarisuo and about 49 million
domestic animals.

for your lime spreading needs. Top quality
lime. We will be happy to handle your purchase orders.

We Feature These Fine, Nationally Advertised Brands
made by the Worlds Largest Shoe Maker!

-FROM DUKEDOMJimmy Clapp.

@lisle)!

Page 3

CAYCE, KENTUCKY

-FROM WATIIR VALLEYCraig Pirtle, Tommy Tibbs. Jo(
trey Morris, Dewayne Morris, Denniesc Merris.

Fulton

i
S

Attention Mr. Fanner
CAYCE AbeCOMPANY

My! What a lot of young boys
and girls like to color! Besides all
of the above, we also want to
acknowledge recept of color panels
o •••
from the following-and even this
tat prize 65
Timmy Joe list isn't complete.
Martin, age 1, Cayce, Ky.
- FROM FULTON 2nd Prize $11
LaDonna
Deborah Campbell, Connie AnCarole Lawson, age 11'., Highdrews Robin Derran Chandler,
land, Fulton, Ky.
Donna Cathey, Linda Cathey, Dan3rd Prize $2
Cristy LuAnn ny Emerson, Jane Ann
Fuller.
Perry, age 7, Fulton, Ky.
Gigi Greer, Esther Lee Jaycox,
0 • • •
Patti Jolley, Lisa Homra, Dee Ann
And even though the following llomra. Bob Mshan, Cathy Owens,
didn't win one of the top three J,rry Lynn Putts, Barbara Ann
prizes, we would like to single Pryor. Sue Roberts, Sheila Scott,
Egbert Tharp, Chuck Williams;
111.1rhara Robinson. and Sherrie
King, Route I. Sherrie McKinney,
Route 2: Kathy-Hicks. Lynn Cherry
Andy
Williamson
and Lenise
Clayton, Route 5.

ES
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-FROM MARTINWanda Giles and Debra Simpson,
Route 3,

AM'S

-FROM PADUCAHMolly Wallace.
-FROM UNION CITYJohn If. Smith.

CO,
Vacation this year... exploring

KEN
TUC
KY'
S 40
STATE AND NATIO

Coton Cues'

NAL PARKS

HI
ELER
OTARY
OWER

$99.95

A figizw.xxiawrge.,0 Arleen.=

-

Jr.
▪

mucky Home. rich in tradition
Pioneer kiebtorial vellh
its reconstructed frontier settlement
John James Audubon State
Park, a natural sanctuary
Mammoth Cave, famous throughout
the world
parks on lakes for water sports, parks in mountains
for scenery, 12 complete slate resort parks with the very finest
accommodations and every facility tor tun And its all close
to
home. This year, tom the nation .
1- • Kentucky vacation.
Send for •acrting vacation literature.

SHOWER HAPPY-New
rainwear makes spring
showers a welcome treat for
little girls. Water-repellent
white cotton poplin, belted
and button:1V black,
shapes this sty
coat with
--Psnout...De
ed.Agy John
Weitz for Wea er Winky.
Advertised in MADEMOISELLE
• SEVENTEEN
• GLAMOUR

Trivet rtheston, Pselle Information Dispastrowit 0000
Capitol Annex Building, Frankfort, Ky. 40001
Please send me complete information cm how to have the best
vocal n ever at Kentucky's State Resort Parks

Easter Patents
to Glow
in Parade
Splendor

A0.00.

City
SUM
•

G JOBS!
Ily es home
16" Bicycle
•uverobility
crankshaft
Hy baffled .

HIRSCII'S
WEEKEND

She'll have a love of her own

Ladies Nylons
g tiller

Ladies Coats
and Toppers

3 Pr. $1

XY18.X1C8

onoxny
price!

your little
when she sees these new
spring party patents Each is charming
with young fashion finesse, each
fascinating to wear. Fit is lust right and
construe
lion. expert
daughter

Famous Brand

Whole Stock Reduced

Names

Fan Fare and Magic

Spring
Colors
Pink
Beige
White

Touch

$109.95

To $15

Sizes 8 1/2 to 11

\

And For The Men and Boys

NEWS IN KNITS-All-cotton knit garments, like this
two-piece play outfit, now
have new shrink and stretch
control. Garments with Paknit RX control have less than
one percent shrinkage in
length, plus stretch properties that assure shape retention. The treatment is reported to add softness for
increased comfort and eliminate the need for ironing

The Parttime

Childrens Flats
$1.50 and $2.50

Cycle Engine

LER
pendable. fine
- no belts. The
ded. 12" Bolo
"tilling width.

Just Great!
These Look Alikes!

8 1/2 to 3
Patents and
Leathers

- GO HUFFY
Pink
Blue
- Black

Red

Phone

. 1501

2
Ake,
Vi• 4 ve
113X >
quality stamps
Mechanic on Duty 6 am 10 pro
7 Days • Week
WE. GUARANTE 6 OUR WORK
If It's Not Right . . .
We'll DO It again Freer
1

W. C. DAMONS DX
SERVICE STATION

307 Broadway
MANAd

iSMIFalM/././A,
AIFAifdMAI

40-51 By-pass - Highlands
WidedINSw

He's seen dad wear styles like these ..
reason enough for any boy to want the
same. These in boys' sizes- the classic
wing.tip blucher and the buckled loafer.
Both extra long wearing.

styled to
complement
your Easter best

Shop one-slop for Shoes at

BA Y

Family Shoe Siore

Page

Fulton, Ky.

The New Looks of Fashion _
Fashion wears a different look for all hours this season . . . and Maid of Cotton Nancy Bernard looks
fashionably different in each style from her versatile
new travel wardrobe. As diverse as the designs are,
they all have a common denominator: fabulous cotton. Textures range from boldly-patterned tweeds to
fragile laces. Colors go from the all-important whites

March 31, 1966
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to brights. Styles vary from the smartly tailored
to From the int
the softly feminine. In all, Maid Nancy has the right
outfit for any and every occasion on her activity- Maid et Coattail
iVardrobe
filled agenda that will take her to 37 cities in the
United States and Canada as cotton's fashion emissary. In April, she boards a Pan American jet clipper
for appearances in Italy and Austria.
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EVENING SPLENDOR—
Swirls of brilliant pink on
white cotton ottoman create
an elegant look for evening.
Worn by Maid of Cotton
Nancy Bernard, the Rappi
design has an easy silhouette
which flares out at the hemline from bow -trimmed
godets. Complete with
matching stole

TRAVEL CHECKS—Maid
of Cotton Nancy Bernard
endorses cotton checks for
travel. The front-zippered
tunic jacket, with a soft flip
tie at the collar. ensembles
smartly with a slim -fitting
skirt. It's a Geoffrey Beene
design. Luggage by SkYwav.

TIMELY FASHION—The
all-important ensemble look
is underscored in a threepiece cotton tweed boldly
patterned in giant houndstooth checks. The flyaway
short-sleeved jacket, sleeveless overblouse. and A -line
skirt add up to a fashionable silhouette for Maid of
Cotton Nancy Bernard. A
Teal Traina design

EYE-CATCHER — Checks
and stripes pay handsome
fashion dividends. Maid of
Cotton Nancy Bernard wears
a coat that's as eye-catching
as the op art that inspired
it. Black and white checks
and stripes are combined in
this double-woven cotton
that's treated for water repellency. By Maid Street.

IN FAVOR ---- White is the
No. I color in all fashion
categories for '66. and Maid
of Cotton Nancy Bernard
chooses it for a dashing rain
and shine outfit In waterrepellent cotton whipcord.
the coat is distinguished by
smart welt seaming and
pocket detailing. By Peter
Conte of Pumpkin Corner

HI
WIZARD Imperial
Horizontal Tiller
Has 4-HP Briggs &
Stratton Inginol

Jobe Resigns
Coaching Post
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Head FootbaUCciachJiniloy
Jobe has submitted his resignation to the Union City board
of education, effective at
the
end of the current school year,
School Supt. Jack Rochelle announced today.
Mr. Rochelle said Coach
Jobe subinitted "persocialressue tee Maybe
sebool
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lbseil digging poised
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26- moth
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IN THE TEMPO OF FASHION 'IS—Newest ides in date
fashions the black cotton lace cage styled with figurefree silhouette. three-quarter sleeves and a short hemline for dancing Designed by Silvan° for Heiser. it's one
of the fashionable looks in Maid of Cotton Nancy Bernard's wardrobe

OUT OF BUSINESS —The Hillyjew
Club on
the Union City-Fulton
highway was one of
three Obion county night
clubs padlocked
Thursday by Sheriff Bob
McCowan, under

a court order issued Wednesday
. The padlock order followed a police
raid March
5 when officers said whisky was
found at all
chi ee establishments.

James Jobe

Photo Courtesy Union City Daily Messenger

Padlocks Shut Down
Three Night Clubs
County Sheriff Bob McCann, acting
under a court order,
Thursday attached padlocks to
three Obion county night clubs
whose
operators have
been charged with possession of
whisky in this legally dry
county.
The padlocks were put In
at the HI.Iview Club, a
private club operated by Billyplace
Vanhoy on the Union CityFulton highway, and two Reel
foot Lake night spots — the
Reelfoot Sportsmen's Assn., a
Sheriff McCowan said the
private club operated by James
padlocks were ac,epted "with
as good a humor as is reason'Red' Hutchcraft, and the Lake
able, under the circumstanClub, operated by Walter Lee
ces."
Hayes.

Complete Home Heating &
---rwr Air Conditioning
LENNOX

A padlock petition against
the three establishments was
granted by Circuit Judge E. A.
Morris Wednesday alters hearing. Later the
Barmy day,
charges of possessing illegal
drugs against Vanhoy weredismissed in General Sessions
Court.
Vanhoy said the pills taken
by officers
during a whisky
raid last March 5 were contained in two bottles and were
medicine for a disabled veteran
who left the pills at the establishment by mistake. He also
said that original reports of
there being 1,000 pills were
exaggerated.
"There never was any thousand pills or anything like that
number," he said.
Vanhoy,
Hutchcraft and
Hayes were arrested when the
raids were conducted simultaneously
about 11:45 p.m.
March
5, a Saturday night.

system and made noannouncemeet regarding his future plans.
"Coach Jobe notified this
board in writing, In a letter
dated March 2, that he was I'P.
questing the board not to consider him for a job in theUnion
City system next year," Mr.
Rochelle said.
.He
expressed appreciation for the kind consideration which has been extended
him by school authorities during his tenure in Union City."

FILM
CONVERSATIONS
A remarkable series of film conversations with the great men and
women who have shaped the ideas
and events t)f our times is being
made available to schools by Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc .
Wilmette, Ill. These half hour interviews bring into the classroom
the wisdom of such personalities as
Robert Frost, Herbert Hoove r.
Frank Lloyd Wright, Pablo Casals.
Carl Sandburg, Eleanor Roosevelt.
Paul J. Tillie), and W. Somerset
Maugham

HEAT-PUMPS
ELECTRIC FURNACES
ALL NEW
GAS PACK UNIT
F. H. A. APPROVED

Smallman Skeet Metal
FULTiA, KY.

PHONE 472-1912

::7-:2231:114.72"?Ther-A-Pedic

"Sound Sleep" Quilted Mattress
Matching Box Spring

Seed for Spring Planting

GAS FURNACES
AIR CONDITIONERS

• Makes a Sofa - Bed • Easy -Cleaning Vinyl
• 4 Colors to Choose: Turguoise, Autumn
Russet, Brown, Beige

LESPEDEZA
CLOVERS

• 2 End Tables
Kobe
Klrean

Kenland Red
Ladino

o

Coffee Table
Mahogany, Limed Oak, Walnut

White

SEED POTATOES
Our Rose Bushes Are In - -

ACJuttcciizifogs
Feed & Seed, 472-3751

. 4'

G,H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1012

966
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BEST BUYS FOR YOUR TABLE
U. S. CHOICE

SIRL
OIN
$
STEAK

ROUND

STEAK

U. S. CHOICE

HEINZ

HEINZ

STEAK SAUCE
8 oz.
37#

STEAK SAUCE
80z.
37#

LB.

49( NECK BONES"'"'L. 25( :f:BRIE STEAK's•CH'EL. 99( :t141.,§111- STRIPS
FRANKS
L. 59( PORK RIBS
49( 1,1feytcyBRK STRIPS- $1.69 FILLETS
50 FREE QUALITY STAMPS TZTonu'RmirrgiEET
RUMP ROAST
69( HAMBURGER
IN
.

N
I
o
l
idt
/LB l
i
laICS

La

MEATY

Newest ides in date
styled with figure.
1. and a short hem.
t for Heiser. it. one
Cotton Nancy Bee

YDAN

LB.

Nan TheY Are Ge.3d) La

$1.39
$1.99
L.. 39(

PoR
K
to SLICED
SAUSAGE s
25" BACON
DINNERS
SALAD FRUIT PIES
.41 DRESSING
La

kstetn
Lake St.

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY

Felton.

OCOMA FROZEN

degglito mimed
to till ir s.

ot•--- 26" nitoM . .

()COMA FROZEN

r

Blue
Plate

ll OZ.
SIZE

&Intl

BEEF, CHICKEN, HAM, MACARONI & CHEESE
SALISBURY or

LARGE 20 OZ. SIZE

TURKEY.

Iliiiipe•dly built! Ti..
p••r<os• bit•r•
ingsl log 100.73
10. hig tact.. tiret1

FILL YOUR
FREEZER

FILL YOUR FREEZER

OCOMA FROZEN

G 890
FOR

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

10 Or. Boxes

CUT CORN, GREEN PEAS,
MIXED VEGETABLES, BABY
LIMAS, CAULIFLOWER

OTE

109.95

THIS AD GOOD FOR 5 BIG DAYS

8 OZ.
SIZE

BEEF, CHICKEN, TURKEY

FILL YOUR
FREEZER

FREE

OCOMA FROZEN

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase, Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.

POT PIES

loney Down
DS. To Pay -

Double
Quality Stamps
On Wednesday

Double
Quality Stamps
On Wednesday

SINGLETON FROZEN

5 F°1.

MAPLE LEAF

DRAWING TIME

HEADS

1.1stiBETTUCE
SWEET CORN
SLICED
PEACHES
STOKELY'S
303 SIZE CAN

16 OZ.

LITTLE ANDY

CASH JACKPOT

600 P. M.

FRIDAY

lion, Ky.
2

L. 390,1,41. PEPPERS"'"Ic.5( PINEAPPLES nEs"
6.— 49( YELLOW SQUASH L.. 23( FRESH BEETS
PUDDING
BARTLETj
'
$ PIE FILLING
PEARS N
4
CHILI with
BARBECUE
BEANS
SAUCE

5
5
580

ROYAL FAMILY
SIZE BOX

FOR

4 1/2 OZ. BOX

LIBBY'S

909 SIZE
16 OZ.

LBI3.

E.

LB. BOX
EA

FOR $

AWAKE 3F-89(

300 FREE

QUALITY
STAMPS

WITH YOUR NINTH WEEK COUPONS

4 294

JONATHAN

LB BAG

10tCARROTS 104

$1

uniture

4

CELLO BAG

_ $29.95

JGS
toot

NEPOLITAN,
STRAWBERRY,
BANANAS

SOFT TWO 1/2 LB. TUBS

ii[sigEc4HEEEFIRJA
$15.Q5,

CHOCOLATE, COCONUT, LEMON,

OYSTERS La 89(

SSERT DISH $600.00

WITH A PURCHASE OF 25.00 OR MORE AND COUPON .•• YOU RECEIVED IN MAIL

CREAM PIES
FROZEN 9 OZ, CAN

89(

$1.00 BREADED SHRIMP

WEDGWOOD & CO. LTD
HEDGE ROSE IMPORTED
ENGLISH DINNERWARE

THIS AD GOOD FOR 5 BIG DAYS

BUTTER L./3( BLUE ,BONNET
434
59( HOT PEPPER CHEESE 39( APPLES

GROUP

PEACH, CHERRY

THIS AD GOOD
FOR
5 BIG DAYS

100
$1

CANS

EACH

BUNCH

59( MELONS
19c
,

HONEY DEW
EACH

PAW PAW

29 OZ.

IFIC GOLD
0. 2 1/2 SIZE
CAN

KRA FT
18 OZ.

69(

VISIT THE QUALITY STAMP
REDEMPTION CENTER In Union City

QUART
CANS

?WEE
SLICED
wr PINEAPPLE

29,,
$1

GOLD-INN
NO. 2 CAN

E

390

3 $1
FOR

SOUTH FULTON,
TENNESSEE

1

Fulton, Ky
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Schools Asked to Take Pan
in Spring-Clean-Up;Junking
ol Trash Cuts Fire Hazards

Kentucky Egg Industry
Tops $30 Million Yearly
Governor Edward T. Breathitt has paid tribute to Kentucky's poultry and egg industry by proclaiming March as
"Egg Month." He pointed out that the industry provides $30
million annually in farm income and that it can play a major
role in his efforts to achieve a $1 billion annual farm income.
The Poultry Committee of the Governor's Commission
on Agriculture, which is studying ways of achieving the $1
billion goal, feels that the greatest opportunity at the present
time lies in the field of expanding egg producton since Kentucky imports a large percentage of its eggs from other states.
One of the state's leading poultrymen, B. G. Yeiser, who
directs the operations of Yeiscr Hatcheries at Winchester, has
announced plans to expand his 90,000 bird laing-flock to
250,000 birds, and his hatchery-egg station operations to a
$2.5 million investment over the next two years.

EGGS ARE LIFTED by a vacuum-type machine, after delivery in crates to the egg station. The machine gently lifts two
dozen eggs at a time to a conveyor belt which moves them
through a washing-rinsing operation to remove all dirt and

Typical of 15 egg grading stations operating in Kentucky,
l'cisces egg station processes and supplies to retailers in the
Frankfort-Lexington area 12,000 dozen fresh eggs daily.

clean them thoroughly.

AFTER WASHING, the eggs are "candled" for cracks in the shells and other
imperfections. A special electric light has
replaced the candle in the inspection process and all undesirable eggs are removed
(mess the conveyor belt.

FOLLOWING INSPECTION, the eggs
move along for sorting and grading, a
completely automated process. The eggs
are tumbled into special chambers which
determine a wide variety of sizes, from
large Grade A "fancy" eggs to "peewees."

PACKERS PLACE the sorted
and graded eggs into cartons
One packer can average 180 to
210 dozen eggs packed per
hour, depending on size. Eggs
are then moved to a machine
which closes and seals each carton, preparing it for large cartons ready to ship.

END RESULT is the purchase of eggs by consumer
with a variety in size and type of eggs available
Assurance of quality is foremost in policies of egg
stations and the increasing demand for eggs is
attributed in part to this fact.

Soper Stainless

RE -lb SHOE SHOP
DISCOUNT SHOES

Ur 50

SAYE 30
QUALITY SHOE

REPAIR

Dial 472-1851 Open Sod
STARTS FRIDAY
— FOR —
6 - B-I-G DAYS!
"Ceetssr-re• averse
,
20

GILLETTE'S Super Stainless
Steel Blades provide a new
level of shaving satisfaction
and comfort. Three basic
improvements—special steel,
new exclusive edge coating
and a better coating system-make Gillette Super Stainless
blades last longer and shave
smoother and closer than
all previous stainless blades
Moreover, they are more
truly stainless and corrosion
resistant.

Orleans Spring Fiesta
COME to the New Orleans

vanished day. For more information, write to New Orleans Spring Fiesta, 548 St.
Peter Street, New Orleans,
Louisiana.

We Buy Sell and Trade

l

itrablwff"*
For New and Used Shot-

Spring Fiesta — April 15-30,
1988 for two glorious weeks
of charm and elegance. Explore the French Quarter. See
mansions and
antebellum
patios by candlelight. Tour
a plantation and see historic
and cultural traditions of a

COLUI

eweA IA MIX al III SIM IMO OMNI NPR
COLOR by DE LUXE • CINEMASCOPE

7 - B-I-G DAYS
STARTING APRIL

N

ensemble look for the very
young is expressed in •
sturdy blue cotton denim
coat soda co-ordin•ted
sleeveless dress A pert bow
of shocking pink and white
dots adds pretty contrast. By
Cinderella

/Re

[AUK.

Second, some students try to
sneak a smoke in during school
hours, and if they hear a teacher
approaching, they could toss a
unextinguished cigarette into a
corner where combustible trash
has collected.
The Association suggests that
as an added fire prevention precaution, teachers should check
the premises for hitherto unseen
fire hazards just to be sure the
,lace is in apple pie order.

• PASSENGER
• TRUCK

31

• TRACTOR
Free Installation
Free Balancing

It's News To Mel

Fully Warranted

by betty Correll

Beneficial 0.K.
is the most successful
of Americanisms, understood
everywhere So universal is
its acceptance, that Beneficial
Finance Company, with offices throughout the U.S., has
adopted -Get the Big O.K."
for its slogan. It can be heard
around the clock on the radio,
seen on car cards, received in
the mail. Beneficial commissioned award-winning composer Phil Davis to create
-The Big OX. March" for
their theme song.

ALL POPULAR SIZES

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
399 Central Ave. 479.2352

uss SHsswis-Wsuissis Neuss ~sr

49
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SI
44

4
1

4

51

SWERWIN-IOLLIAMS
S\A/p %La

Sotssistrat-Muutes

A-100 Latex
PAINT

HOUSE PAINT

NOM

WE

HAVE ALL THE NEW COLORS

THE SHERWIN - WILLIAMS CO.
Fulton. Ky.

114 Lake Street

floor
rings
„
Grumbacher Artist supplies & co

Now

65

FREE OFFER

65

64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

Unicap'MUITIVITAMINS
Nolkist...ambinl kr kaki— Presteced trite sere

guns, Pistols, and Rifles

Free Offer

LEADER SPORTING
GOODS
Fulton. Ky.

eeks supply

24 FREE
WHEN YOU BUY 100
'Now lath,time to buy and save on
Unicap by Upfohn. Unicap makes
every meal• balanced meal as far
as normal vitamin needs are concerned. You can depend on Unicap.
Take advantage of this FREE 011E91

2
2

411110
u 0

1
['Neap*es_

Naga

5 to 12 p. m.

CITY DRUG CO.

noomecouvr
Reeased 75.

64
61

II

All you can ept $1.00

An
EDWARD SMALL
,
Product.

66
6•

S.

YOU'RE MONEY AHEAD WHEN YOU

•rst

Children 75t

61
64

4.

"vs
7th!

64
65

Terms To Suit

Now

Fresh Caught.FtslY
Hurls Puppies,*law
Tarter Saute
French Sri**

JAWS COBURN LEE I
EPAR9 MUIHARE

stage scenery, etc.?
Permitting combustibles to
accumulate between school inspections creates an unnecessary
fire hazard.
With regard to school plays,
scenery should be removed from
the stage as soon as the run of
the play is over.
Stage dressing rooms should
be cleared of costumes after the
play, and they should be properly stored in a safe area designated for the purpose.
Accumulations of trash, like
old examination papers in
school basements or under stairs
create a fire hazard in more ways
than one.
First. there is the possibility
of fire starting with a spark
from a faulty piece of electrical
equipment or other accidental

Spring Clean-Up Week is an
ideal time for school principals
and janitors to check store
rooms, basements and closets
for trash which may have accumulated during the winter,
the American Insurance Association said today.
There is a tendency in some
schools to allow corrected examination papers, old magazines, and out-dated reports to
pile up during the winter, the
Association said.
Accumulations of paper, upon which fires feed, are a fire
hazard that may easily be removed, the Asiociation added.
As a rule, most school officiah
maintain a carefully worked-out
fire prevention program the
year round, the Association declared.
They are meticulous about
keeping the school heating
plani in good repair, checking
the sprinkler !system periodically, and conducting fire drills
at regular but unannounced intervals.
Many schools as a matter of
routine, require the janitor or
the custodian to make periodic
checks for fire hazards. And, in
their fire prevention inspection
program, they make use of the
inspection blank prepared by
the American Insurance Association. This inspection blank
contains two pages of questions.
Each month, in schools using
the blank, inspection for fire
hazards is made by the school's
custodian or janitor with a
member of the faculty. If any
hazards are found, they are reported to the school olhciah for
correction.
Then, once every three
months, an inspection is made
by a member of the fire department accompanying the custodian and principaL
The report of each inspection, both monthly and quarterly, is filed with the Board of
Education or school commis.
sinners, whose job it is to make
certain hazardous conditions are
corrected.
The questions are so phrased
that any negative answer will
indicate an unsatisfactory condition.
The inspection blank has
been approved and adopted by
the Association of School Business Officials of the US. and
Canada.
Here are a few questions from
the inspection blank:
• Are all exterior exit dom.
equipped with approved panic
locks? Are them locks tested
each week In assure ease of operation?
• Are all outside fire escapes
free from obstructions and in
good working order? Are they
used for fire drills)
• Are the attic, basement,
furnace room, stage, dressing
rooms used in connection with
the stage, and other locations
free of accumulations of waste
paper, rubbish, old furniture,

408 Lake S+

Phone 472-1303
•

•

•
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k a hurry? Too awe to
make
&wart for your family? nes
Id km Violet Jammu do
your
smoking for you. Mrs. Jalisco
makes delicious home-mede
pee to
order. Just cal her at 479-2141 and
oxic cooldng's dons!
NEED GIFT IDEAS? Shop at
the
Park Terrace Gift Shop for a
besallts1vafl.ty. sari to *easel
WANTED TO BUY: Ear corn or
sheDed corn. Market prices paid.
Southern States Co-Operative, Fulton.
MURALS - Painted in durable
colors on your wall to expand and
decorate the room Homes or busies, etstablishments
ADELLE
U. C. 885-3570

EXITPI TV ANT)
ELECTRIC SERVICE
TV repair

Keys made
Electric repair and wiring
We sharpen lawnmowers

Jr

316 Walnut

472-3732

CTOR

"CREAM OF THE
CROY'

Suit

STATES
.

TO

re. 479-2352

IN YOU

Sit! St

SIZIS

44 CHEVROLET 4-deer; white
67 FALCON; Bucket Seats,
like new
61 CHEVROLET hardtop Ocyl
wteenatk ; clean
FORD 4-door: *Osmotic
COB Vain; whonatic, clean,
1 owner
FORD station w•gen
GALAX'S V-8; Autesnatte
STUDEBAK OR, 00 Se Dr.
FALCON 2-doer, black,
st,aigra
114 VALIANT 4-dc; straight
shift
64 CORVAIR, clean; automatic
to CHEV Impede 4-4; V-S.
automatic
IN CHEV wee" 4-deer
NI VOLKSWAGEN van
57 CHEV. 11-cyl orternatte
41 CHEV 4-dr. sedan, clean;
fishing c•
Si DODGE 6.cyl. pickup;
Clean and A I

LINT
$4
SI
SI

Roos

49

CHEV. 1,1 Ten easkue
CAR over, 1 Ilion truck;
good condition
FORD troth, 6-cyl; Wed
rendition
CHEVROLET pickup; average
GMC 34-ten; hydraulic lift
OA rear
DODGE ..ten stake truck

sa-n

i

/

5.
us:11

A WORD
flea. cksu•

twee

:eat sat

.1"•L

safpVs-

C.ntir3e1.1".
N.„44.. 472-

•
•

rl

- HELP WANTED SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT - good hours, salary open,
Clinton Texaco Service, Clinton,
Ky. Phone 6$34114.
-HELP WANTED - Male. FIREMAN age 21-45, high school or
equivalent education: Apply City
Manager, City Hall, SOull Fulton,
Tennessee.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS:
Administration has been granted
by the Fulton County Court upon
the following estate; Mn. Emma
E Edwards, deceased. Earl Warren, Trust Officer Clinton Bank,
Clinton, Ky has been appointed
Executor. All creditors having
clams against said estate (or
those owing said estate) are notified to present them to the execu- number,
tor or John C. Bondurart, Attorney
Hickman. Ky. Verified accordingly TEACHERS AND COACHES:
to law, net later than three months EXTRA EARNINGS FOR YOUR
SPARE TIME
after dale hereof.
Only one hour per week could
give you op in 850.00 extra cash.
A 53 year old National OrganizaUSED SPECIALS
tion with three Branch Offices and
Bed springs
17 Sub Offices in Kentucky extends
IS to 1111
to you this opportunity. You may
Mattresses
$5 to $HI
work in yo.ir It-cal community or
Couches
ant so lii re in the State Our ad was
in the State Hasketball Tournament Official program.
1 Lot Refrigerators
Write P C I Cn., P. 0. Box 5831.
I Louisville. Kentucky, for complete
$5.00 EACH
I and confidential information If
You kind 'on
you fis 'enk
you prefer to discuss this opporPraire refrigerate(
tunity via phone, give us your
$31.55
Westinghouse refriwrater 35.811
number and specify the time moot
•
Ehot. rang*
3945
convenient for you to receive our
Gm. elect, rang*
call.
SS.95
Living room suit*
. 59.95
110USE FOR RENT - Six rooms
and bath. In country just off
Iledreeen suite
69.95
Union City - Fulton Highway on
blacktop. Phone 932-3336 or John
4th Street Furn. Store
Smith at 479-488.
223 I.

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS

OUTGROWN CLOTHING is often
still ready for lots more wear If
you have in-the way articles at
sour house, sell them in the nasalbeds to someone who can use
them.
SWEET POTATO seed and eat-

New bedroom suites $94.88 ; ins SloCK. Centennials. t year &war
bushel,
Refrigerators $15, $50. and (bring
from certineltim.
(I°
your basket)./2Fred
Ward,
$40
Fulton Route 4. Phone 472-1010.
Electric Stoves
$20
Bar Stools $7 each
End Tables $4 each
The
Living Room Suites $45

yor

WADE'S USED

BEST

Furniture Store
Fulton
Phone 471-3421

and

buy It at

OCT

•

NEW CAR
TRADE-INS
Id CHEVELLE 2-dr. HT', PS,
PB, ale. bucket seats; less
*an 2011 mace; near new
65 CHEV pIckuo. VI, 109.0 Isla*
bed
65 CORVAR 44r. hardtop
45 CHEV pickup, wide short
had
• CHEVELLE 2-dr hardtop
;
4-cyl straight; erMII
sharp
64 CHEV 4-dr. Icy! straight;
solid car
44 CHEV BOO, 4.dr, PS, Or
64 C;411V Corsair VS, PO, PS
64 VOLKSWAGEN
64 CORVAIR Monza 4-speed
44 BUICK 4-dc; sir
44 BUICK special 4-dc.
64 (2) Super-sports 300, 4.
speed
BUICK Convert; local car
43 FAIRLANE 4-dr. air, VS
CORVAIR 4-dc, PG
1-dr. 4-speof
CORVAIR
Monza
FORD VS, automatic, PS,
4-dr.
CORVAIR Monza
CHEV Belair 4-dr. VII,
straight shift
CHEV Bedsit
straight
1 CHEV 4-dr. hardtop
CHEV 2-ton truck
FORD 4 4-dr; straight
CORVAIR 4-dr, PG

TAYLOR
ev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
sed Car lot 472-3341 Fulton min office 472-2408
Ills Neltheett - Aubrey Tay- Larry Stay; Dwain and
an Taylor

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
64 OLDS hardrag; air, power,
18,000 miles •
44 G•leelir MIS 4-deer hardtop
automatic; power steering
64 Fairlans 561/ Hardtop,
Crulsamerak, black and
White
63 (2) Galaxis SOO, V4 Cruisematte
63 BO Abe Sedan, Meal awe
ovmer
43 GALAX'S sedan, Lewin.,
cruisometic 1; rid & white
43 RAMBLER wagon; 17,110
miler
62 FAIRLANE NO V-1; automatic
62 FORD 3-seat wagon, totes
clean, 8, cruisamatIc, wear
62 FORD Galaxio I. stralebtr'
25,001 actual miles
62 GALAX'S! S. cruisomatic,
power, 1 owner; red & white
62 Ford Oalaxis Sedan, 4-door,
V-8 automatic, beige, peed,
clean, Meal car.
61 Ferri Sedan local one owner
car 6 tyl.
61 Feed Wagon, eufeenatic an/
power
60 FALCONS (2) - 2-doors
411 Bel rare Sedan, clean 6 re.
pewerellde
$9 Buick 2 dr. Hardtop
62 CHEVROLET 2-ton truck
59 Ford pickup, Icy"; clean,
1 owner
58 Wagen, I eyl.
CHEVROLE
$7
T Befit sedan;
ottra nice

'WARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
ninon Phone 472-16214
Glenn St•rks,
Grady and Gaylon Vardon

immliell1111121.101101311:1===

MARTIN
SENOUR
PAINTS
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
12Xcalmmwazacammsantaant

OFIT .41
NOTEBOOK
IN T. R. Coe, Oslo' Agronomist
Creisonald Agricultorel Research Center
Beef and dairy farmers are discovering that pastures and forage
crops nen be their best psyinj crops. This comes as a surprise to
many-because in the pest thea. crops simply have not received
II,. fertilizer
and managereceive phosphate and potash
ment required
in early spring if an adequate
to make them
treatment was not made hue
p • y. Row
fall or late summer.
crops got the
priority-peaResearch by American Cyanlure crops
amid Company-research by
were taken fm
colleges and universities-and
granted.
farm experience in every area
Right nowshow how•dollar spent on feet.
and ov•r the
Wiser can put more profit in
nest few weeks before spring
the meat and milk butasses.
growth starts-is the time to
Recent Midwest research,for
topdress pastures and hay example. showed
adequate
crops. A dollar spent on lent- fertilization of that
pastures inLizar will return two to three creased beef
gains
for
the
season
dollars or more in increaaed from 76 pounds
to 377
neat and milk. Pastures' tooper acre. This high yiet
:
iu nas
da
th-awed with urea or other ni- obtained with the
of 200
trogen fertilizer will produce pounds nitrogen peruse
acre, plus
two weeks earlier grazing-elm
adequate phosphate and potmg the load on grain or stored ash. Based on
22 cent beef, this
forage. Repeat application in means a net
profit of $33 per
May or June will extend grazacre (after deducting fertilizer
ing well into summer. when expense), compared
with $16.70
supplemental crops like sudan
per acre on unfertilized areas.
grass may help cory the herd.
In
Pennsylvania. it has been
Adequate nitrogen on improved
grass can make me sere do the shown that the extra high quality hay, produced by 100 pantda
job of two.
To get this band in carrying of nitrogen per acre, will procapacity of your pastures, ade- vide enough digestible nutrients
quate lime, phosphate, and and protein to produce 3000
potash must be wed. Soil tests Ilia. of milk. This mows added
profit of $100 or mont-orter
should be used as • guide to
building up and maintaining • and above the mat of nitrogen
good level of fertility. Early fall and other production awls.
is • preferred time for putting
Now is the time to see your
on Wog phosphate and pi. -fertilizer dealer and arrange for
Do it now if vas dld not get the delivery of the Urea,ammonium
rob done Inst fall,
nitrate, or other fertilizer need.
Alfalfa and other legume pas- ed on your pasture and hay
ture and hey fields should aho crops.

FULTON COUNTY OIL CO. INC.
HICKMAN, KY.
PHONE 236-2275

479-2D
61 PONTIAC - 4 dr. sedan, Catailme, R & H. Auto. Tram
One Camera, local car blue with white too only $1195
61 PONTIAC Ventura, power, air, letel co, cleanest 10
town'
$1395

This One Is A Sensation

0 RAMBLER Wagon sot°. .6 ail, 4 dr.

51 BUICK, power, air, auto. trans. Abe Imal, Ike It to
Bellew III
i555

YeQlli
tylPa
Telg
i COMPfk NY,INC.
t;1"
ICING BIZ, DEALS
i01 WEST STATE LINE • S FULTON 1E.NN

HIGH SPEED FLYING in heavily armed helicopters is
the usual job of the Army's Vietnam pilots. But the men
assigned to the tat Platoon, 54th Air Mobile Company chug
along in the U-1A OTTER., a light single engine craft used
on courier runs and shuttle Bights. Their motto: "Low, Slow,
and Reliable." The platoon's six OTTERs have hauled more
than 11-million potusda of cargo and nearly 13,000 passengers in the past Ave months. "We've flown everything from
live pigs to PX supplies," says First Lt. David L Perkins,
a platoon section leader. One of the unit's responsibilities
is the resupply of 20 small outposts and Special Forces
camps in the III Corps area; it's • hazardous job in the
plodding OTTER, but they haven't lost a plane yet. (ANE)

Route
Memphis-Stl
Now Orleans-Chicago
J•cksonvilia.Chicago
New OrlimnsChic•go
Miami-Chicago
19rw Orleans-Chicago
Nine Orlimns-Chicago
(• Not Daily)

Ares,.
1:00 a, m.
1:35 •. m.
1:50 •. in.
9:20 a. so.
9:46 a in.
4:10 p. m.
10:05 P. m•

Dept.
1:20 •. m.
1:45 a. m.
2:05 a. m.
9:30
m.
9:58a. m.
4:70 p.
10:15 p. on.

AUCTION
I

Route
Chle•go • Jacksonville
St. Louis - Memphis
Chicago . New Orleans
Chicago-New Orleans
Chicago-Now Orleans
Chicago-Miami
Chicago-New Orleans
(- Not Daily)

SATURDAY, APRIL 2nd 1S6
Time 1:00 P. It
110 Lake Street

FulIon, Kentucky

LARGE LOT OF GARAGE TOOLS

I

I 1155 International Sec. Pick. 1 Radio
Up Truck
I Set Threaders
3 Hydraulic Jacks
5 New Recap Tires
I I Floor JackI Catnno of G
Seals
5 Air Hose
7 Air Jacks (heavy
duty)
1 Gr
Gun Ishimitel
1 SO Acetylees Welding
with
I 1 6-12 Battery Charger 100-50
hose end goggles
amp
1 Set Jumper Cable*
Chest Type T
Tool BOY.,
2 Wheel Pullers
I (assorted wrenches)
1 Still Puller
1 6-12 Timing Light
1 Bench Grinder (Black & Dm.)
1 6 inch Vise
I 10 inch Vise
2 Electric Drills
3 Ale Chisels
I 1 Step Ladder
1 Adding Machine
(Electric)
1 Adding Machin, imams))
1 Desk a Chair "
3 Creepers
I Electric 14.0er
I 1 V•cuum Cleaner (commerce.
1 Card Table
al)
1 Hunter Wheel Balancer
7 Cash Register (new)
(lib* new)
I Complete Line of Front End
1 Set Car Chains
Alignment Accsssssies
1 Fans
(Huntor I
1 Complete Set Brake Tools
1 825 x 20 Used Truck Chains
About 25 Used Tinn
I 1, V.
2 Flat Rate Manuals (new)

I

I
I

Many Other Articles Too Numerous To Mention
TREAS & MENEES, Owners
DEWEY JOHNSON.-Clerk

I

JOHN B. STAYTON, Auctioneer
MRS. JAMES T JOHNSON, Cashier

Our Service Doesn't Cosi, It Pays Dividends I

SOUTHBOUND
No. Name
9 Seminole
IS Chickasaw
3 Louisan*
25 Fast Mail
1 City of New Orleans
53 City of Miami •
$ Panama Limited

as1111111• AMEN. oligatea nielNee nine. -1111111Rw

PUBLIC

v
-

THE 1ST AIR CAWS Division Artillery paused heftily
daring • menet fire eilesion to give a special send-off to the
200,01Wth round fired store it west into action in Vietnam
last September. Capt. Arran Crocker, CO of Battery A, 1st
Be., 77th Arty, printed the magic number on the 35-pound
high explosive shell and Sgt. Melvin R. Gardner, gun sectios
chief, slammed it home. Then Lt. Col. Lloyd J. Picea. CO
-arty, yanked the lanyard to seed it hurtlieg toward
of Oft
its VC target. With • strength of eight battalions, three
operate batteries and more than 3,000 officers and ow, the
Air Car's Division Artillery is the argot in Army hatory.

BIN

63 FORD - Factory Air, Auto. Trans, Iowa eau, blue
ONLY
$1215

teift4111,Vtlitetie
AN ALL-VOLUNTEER OUTFIT, the lot Infantry Division's Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol was organized at
the request of the Big Red One's Commanding General to
ff0 any place, at any time, to gather information about the
enemy. The patrol's 40 men, headed by Capt. John P. Saunders of Joliet, Ill., are trained to live in the jungle for long
periods of time with • minimum of equipment and supplies
while they observe enemy positions, movement, and communications. It's a dangerous job. But, as Capt. Saunders
says, "If you want to find out what Charlie is doing, you
have to get out where he lives and look."

- A Perfect Car

45 CHEV. Impala, sedan, penny at. & be. auto. Ran
green with white top1 and at
0155

•11111111w

NORTHBOUND
Name
Chickasaw
Panama Limited
Seminole
Creole
City of Miami •
City of New Orleans
Lariats's*

We have available a quantity of good used pipe in
21n., 3m.. 4 in. and 6 in.

BOOST LIVESTOCK PROFITS WITVI FERTILIZER

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES OF DAILY PASSENGER TRAINS
AT THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD DEPOT IN FULTON:
No
16
6
10
I
52
2
4

USED PIPE
FOB SALE

2Cf

USED FURNITURE

OLORS

0.
U.

CROPS

!

Olaf 471-3362
US 4451 Bypass, North

Page 7

WASHINGTON (ANFIThe Army Field Force, Vietnam, has been redesignated
I Field Force, Vietnam, and
set up as • tactical headquarters with operational
control of all U. S. ground
forces in the 11 Corps tactical none, according to an
announcement by Gen. William C. Westmoreland.
New C.G. of the "Big Red
One" is Brig. Gen, William
E. Depuy, formerly General
Westmoreland's
Assistant
Chief of Staff for Operations (38). He has been selected for promotion to ma(or general.

PORTABLE SURGERY-This airoobile surgical tenter
is ready to
receive patients at a forward combat area in the Republic of Vietnam. Large enough
to hold fourteen people and support four operations at the same time, the unit permits
life-savisg emergency surgery prior to eiacuation. It I. elieg-loaded under a Sikorsky
CH-54 SKYCHANE
for mmement to its forward location. Air conditioned and
equipped with hot and cold running water, electric lighting, and • full stock of necessary impolite and drugs, the compact aluminum-alloy pod weighs almost 4,000 pounds
and is 30 feet long, eight feet high. and 11 feet wide.

CLEANEST

other ears, *woks

7

11 Field Force
Created; New
CG At 1st Div

SPARE TIME INCOME-Refilling
and collecting money from NEW
TYPE high quality coin operated
dispensers in this area. No selling.
To qualify you must have rat,
references. $600 to $1900 cash.
Seven to twelve hours weekly can
net excellent monthly income.
More full time. For personal interview write P. 0. 13071 4185, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include phone

WILSON MOTORS
LIWAS
on_
Sofa
OBIT

March 31, 1966

,w, -=',.
,A• .!-'11. '-

,1

•-.L_._..,/
• so

- e
or the very
eased In •
tton denim
-ordin•ted
A pert bow
and white
contrast. By

Fulton, Ky.

•

"

Acre.
12:36 a. m.
4:35 •. m.
4:55., m.
11:21 a. m.
2:48 p. m.
3:43 p. m.
11:23 p. in.

Dept.
11:44 a. m.
4:50 a. m.
5:05 a. m.
11:4 a. in.
2:57 p.
3:54 p.m.
/1:31 p. in.

A SERVICE OF
1

THE DEM JOHNSON
Ins. Agency, Inc.
•

March 31, 1966

Fulton, Ky.

Doctor
in the Kitchen

Page 8

EGGBEATER.

TELL ME
AN AIR RE VisiBLE ?

by W.W Bauer, N.D.
Consultant, Nation& Dairy Council

WA

LENTEN MEALS
Now that Lent is here, what meat may be restricted only on
shall we eat on the days when certain days.
we are to forego meat, or when
Since meat includes poultry, we
we choose to forego meat as a must look farther for the necvoluntary sacrifice'
essary supplies of protein to sup.
That is the lament of many a ply the seventy grams daily rec.
homemaker as she faces the prob. ommended for a 154 pound adult
tem, not too easy at any time and male doing average work and liv.
now intensified, of giving her ing in a temperate climate_ (The
family a varied and tasty as well protein recommendation is 1
as nutritious diet. In any family gram daily of protein per each
there are bound to be food dis- 2,2 pounds of body weight ) For
likes, allergies, necessary dietary our 154 pound man this means
restrictions, prejudices, and per. about two and one half ounces of
haps budget limitations, which protein per day. None of the coot
the housewife must take into ac- monly available foods are pure
count. When • basic foodstuff protein, so we cannot just weigh
like meat is out of consideration the food, and assume that its full
on frequent occasions, the prob- weight is protein.
lem is compounded.
The accompanying table lists
However, it isn't so bad. Large approximate weights of proteins
numbers of the world's popula.
in the ordinary 100 gram
found
lion see very little meat at any
2 ounces) serving of some
/
time; few countries have the un- (31
limited supply available to the foods usable in planning protein.
American people Even in Lent, richmeals without meats

4•6

"AS! FOR EXAmPLE, WkEN
BY

NEAT AIR MANI BE
AGITATED
SEEN RISINR FROM R STOvE OR
FRom 1T4E HEATff.D GQ0L1,10

-

1

IIKAU

Ild!il

MG

Antiseptic
"-"RM
Refreshing taste
WI let,.,. ell
VA_
uoaesLfee/VC

CHEWABLE
VITAMINS

79,2,..soc

9 vitamins
for children
Fluir IlerOfed

RIDEAU

GLYCERIN
SUPPOSITORIES

CARA NOME

HAND LOTION

100'.
RIO 3 69

Leadhareee. omens
arid prtitects

Adults or infants
13's .1

sule„. 21..99c

fee 54C
RE 0411

REXAli

ASPIRIN

MONACET

5

tJb

12,

RIG

APC TABLETS
nem:.

501.

Aerosol

3fw 1.50

SHAMPOOS

lc SALE DENTAL NEEDS
2for .50
2 for .99
311c INWEAL FLOSS
2 for .40
avian X res
Irk DENTAL !LOSS
2 for .90
Ranall 100 Ma
Ilk WIN MU
2 for .70
Ramo Delver
Me BENTIRE ClUNLE
2 for .70
lama 7Va as.

Mt MUM DIM MUM
ok MOSEL 110105A571

k
AEROSOL

RE salt

SHAVE CREAMS

DEODORANTS
113 53, Or Cc 8,
I or such
REG 69,

19,
I dt, 3 ,

icric i+e • r

MI-3I ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH
ikw9Oc

KLENZO Antiseptic
MOUTHWASH
Ruby red Spicy flavor
Pint
few BOC
REG. 79c

2

BOXED
STATIONERY
White Splendor.
With Beauty,
Speedlines Air Mail
others
REG. 1.00 acres

RIG ' • •

nn
;
1

EE•EEE-EEEE

Rf,

4
4
4

493

We now have a 500 Pound High Pressure

JMt

BUBBLE BATH
Assorted popular
fragrances
of 20 packet,
REG 6

and

returned in 30 Minutes - Pick up and delivery

2 Boxes 66c

service. While you are getting your gas be sure

2for99c

EVERYDAY FAMILY NEEDS

VITAMIN C
ASCORBIC ACID

11•Inurim HOUSEHOLD

GLOVES
RUBBER
Non slip Curved lingers

I00 mg Bottle of 1001.
KG. 1.19

2f.1.20
PLUS A PENNY I

OTHERS AT 2 FOR I
7.31 INERAMINS-11 'via.
'null. vitamins with minerals 100s
1.98 SEEF, WINE, IRON TONIC
Retail Fier
1.39 BIEBER'S YEAST TABLETS ei
L
assail 2505
79c, inns
4.79 015 RITE TABLETS
Resell Ox'.
239 GERMTE LIQUID
Ilasall 12 II et

2 for 7.40
2 for 1.99
for 1.40
2 for .80
2 for 4.80
2 for 2.80
2"
Recall 5-c""L"
Flubbed 100VITA"'"' 2 for 2.60
RUBBER GOODS
OUALITY

KANTLEEK and SYMBOL
Hot Water Bottles and Syringes
Hof water bottles fountain bulb, or tombin,
lion syringes
REG 298 to 4 98
NOW 2 for the price, of I PLUS A PENNY!

Golden
•

ASPIRIN
Fat? pain relief
without acetupsat
stomach
100's
REG. 98c

2.511 MST CENNINE
2 II sr
115 RESTING POWDER
So.
2.811 COLOGNE
2 of
/
21
1 50 SOAP
boa 0 3
2.00 AFTER BATS BEAUTY OIL
MIST I ot 5,0,01

2 for 2.51
2 for 1.76
2 for 2.01
2 for 1.51
2 for 2.01

SPRING UlY FRAGRANCE

2for 60C

LO IE

5.0.,,99c

k SALE BEAUTY BUYS
GOLDEN ULAC FRAGRANCE

REXALI.

BUFFERED

w,tli hotted Natant Dr.. Om.,
ors. aw er MO 3 Boxes MI

MALE

„„,. .89

NEW DYNAMITE

#

FACIAL TISSUES

Soft. absorbeet strung Mills,
yellow, pint or orchid Boil of
SOO (200 2 olyl tissues

lc SALE OF VITAMINS

Fine quality body rub
Pint
REG 595

79c MINERAL OIL Reyail Pint
2 for .80
re COUGH OROPS
Res, asoiret
2 for .10
13c BIORETS
troches or lozenges Resell
2 for 84
1 19 CASCARA FLUID EXTRACT
ReAall 4 II of
2 for 1.20
29c BORIC ACID SOLUTION
Rey,' 4 li of
2 for .30
TOOTHPASTE Reyaii
3 tube
Reg or Fluor
98c EYE LOTION
Re.. Iyelo trio,
2 for .99
99c NASAL SPRAY
Reliatl Nasolritin ty ll of
2 for 1.00
480 PEROXIDE
2 for .50
1.,, 10001 Retell Pint
59c SODA MINT TABLETS
Reyall Antacid 140 s
2 for .60
35c ZINC OXIDE OINTMENT
sets, I ii, tube
2 for .36
1 69 FEVER THERMOMETER
2 for 130
2
/
Wel Rectal stub or 841
1 19 FIRST AID ANTISEPTIC
SPRAY Reza. to,
2 for 1.20
55c FOOT POWOER Reser I of 2 for .56

Shoe Repair Shop
FULTON
204 MAIN ST.
Phone 472.1513 for
Pickup ard Delivery Serriic•

REXALL DELUXE

24,1.01

MEDICINE CHEST NEEDS
REXALL ALCO-REX
RUINING ALCOR(

CAMPBELL

washed

MINUTEMAN

Contains glycerin to
Migi prevent dry skin

fIG

Jinn!):r color, "wale up' 2ste
:

in

Ever wear • Red Wing?
You're in for a treat the moment you put them on.
Here's the comfort and fit
you've been looking for. Why
not try on a pair. Know the
difference Red Wing makes.
Wa have your size.

car

34,1.50

REDI-SPRAY

BLUE ORAL
MOUTHWASH
AND GARGLE

Iteicalt

ALCOHOL

POLYMULSION FUNGI-REX

REG. 89c

SERVICE OXFORDS

your

14 in

2for 2.99 2f.3.90 2for 99c 2for 20( 2for 1.20 2 for 99( 2for 99C 2for 70c

Resistant

REXALL

have

REXALL RUBBING

I

•••°-

Washer - Can

BRUTE-SET'

24 hour protection from
perspiration odor

HOUSEHOLD NEEDS
Ill Itaf CT REPELLENT
2 for 1.20
280 aerosol 5 of
/
111
Ilk AIR REFRESNER
2 for .99
Raaall aerosol tins
117c INSECT KILLEI
2 for .88
R...iis.,usui or
19c MOTE CRYSTALS
2 for .90
Be..:) I Pound
1.31 DISINFECTANT
2 for 1.40
Mn 6 Pine 0ii Pint
I,19 SPACE FIAGRANCE
2 for 1.20
aor.ynnv • ir
PANOVITE

3for1.00

DEODORANT

tit)

RE43,

•

.wonitIXALL

For prompt, friendly
preacriptson
11 nervice.

CUSHION CREPE
SOLE AND HEEL

Phone 479-9054

100's

Choose Regular. Casual or
Hard to kid

RELY ON OUR
REXALL
PHARMACIST

s
REG 7 55

So. Fulton

_

RixALL ASPIRIN
No finer Quality made than the
Renal) Brand. 5 gr. tablets

HAIR SPRAY

*331

Gordon's Shell Service Station

P/ued to, Ili, Event.
Not on Our Ir Sake Noel

SURPRISE BUYS

REXALL

!LUAUmxiii

AA-A- B•C- 0

MOTTLED UNDO* MITI4ORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY ov
1141I FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

t,

INSOLE

Oil

Cow

SAILING FROM TREE bIRSE!

THURS. MARCH 31 , .._
thru SAT. APRIL 9

comas.
CUSHION

nCueS

Broadway

Re

As Nationally Advertised on Television
and in Sunday Newspapers

WE FIT IMF HARD TO FIT.

A rainbow of colon and casual
tyles tailored to the "acfion man"
will highlight men's slack fashions
or Spring-Summer, 1966.
The fashion conscious man lookng for something new this year can
hoose (mm dramatic new modified
bell bottom slacks, bright bleeding
Indian Madras and slim, trim verions of the ever popular Knickers
Look for colors to be bold and masculine, according to Jaymar-Ruby,
nc with more of the "total look"
n men's fashions.

betterAL
Wlu

SEEN IN Yes !isms, CAN
JAVA AND MPILPI1:1' WHEN
FINING .114EY FLATTt rst 14!t'.4 SELVES OUT LIKE RiErBONS„.,

MAINE WAS PURCHASED BY
MASSACHUSETTS FOR $ 5
334,
SACK IN 165a!

cheese, milk, beans and other
and
mita, cereals
legumes,
breads Good, satisfying, nutritious Lenten meals shouldn't be
too hard to plan

NEW
SLACK FASHIONS

440181116- -400114A. 4101•12111010

things go0

GRANS•
19

Fruits and vegetables, necessary in a balanced diet, can, as
noted, also make small contributions But the main reliance in
planning for protein in Lenten
meals will be on fish, eggs,

_

KITCHEN MARVEL

Hospitality calla for Co!!!

GRAMS •
FOOD I
23
Finnan haddie
17
Flab Mirka
is
Frog legs, raw
in
30
Haddock, fried
23
Halibut, broiled
8
17
Herring. raw
Elamite
30
Bismarck
24
Bluefish
37
hard, sasoked
21.10
Brenda, enrsched
Lake trout (depending
Broccoli and other
8.14
on kind of nerving)
13
vegetables
4-8
Lennie
Cakes (egg. 909n
19
18
Lobster
Catfish, raw
14
Cheese, cottage
karkeraL
25
24
cheddar
Monad
27
Swiss
smoked
21
bleu type
Milk, whole,
21
Limburger
3.5
cow'.
24
processed
1.8
skimmed
11.14
Clams
24
dry Aim
24
Cod, broiled
goat's
81
dehydrated
14
Mussels. meat
24
deed salted
Perch
4.8
Cookies
77
Peanut butter
Corn flakes and other
312 02Mers
breakfast cereals
Pees. Boon
17
CraIsmael
a
dried, spilt
Crackers, graham
3042
Salmon.
1.
.
0 1
saltine
Sardines, conned (Drained) 34
11
cheese
That mimed (Drained) M
13
Eggs
yia.*am omae
# .1•41 am Ma oar.0
• 4..6 rm.
O. al.1.4.14* Is.COmPOSItAss
Of C.ear.
wormice.., 12.c Men Si IS
FOOD*
Almonds
Barley
Bass
Beans, navy

ARE "PERE SI.KH I14INGS AS
FLYING SNAKES?

HOW DID MAINE ENTER

-11-1E UNION OF sTATES?

• •

takes, and gelatin
Consider the eggbeater This whips, cheese
marvelous gadget that no kitchen desserts.
A beater is invaluable for making
should be without has hundreds of
, on
angel food, spunge, and char
different woes.
which contain large quantities
cakes
things
the
of
few
•
just
Here are
beatconsiderable
that beaten can do as compiled by of egg and need
to snake •
Mary Ann March, home economist ing to incorporate air
high cake.
for Ekco Housewares Company.
recomparticularly
March
MIL
souffles.
Beating eggs for omelets,
mends the eggbeater for beating
French toast, scrambled eggs, egg
thorto
ingredients
dressing
salad
whites or yolks. Beating and mixing
necessary salad
thin batters for pancakes, waffles. oughly blend in the
oil
popovers
At the recent National HouseWhipping crea in, evaporated
where hun•
milk, instant puddings; removing wares Show in Chicago,
of new kitchen products were
deeds
soup.,
and
sauces
cream
lumps from
hand egg.
new
gravies, and puddings (especially displayed. a fancy
beater was shown by Flint.
prepared pudding mixes which have
This beater had stainless steel
a tendency to lump during cooking
blades for easy upkeep and a dish.
process>.
Pakkawood
Beaten can also blend ingredients washer-proof carved
luxury
for custards, canape fillings, app, handle and side knob for
titer dips, homemade ice cream and looks.
sherbets, cream dessert molds, prone

DUSTING
POWDER
5 or Reg 1 75

2 for 1.76

REG. 119,

2.50 MIST COLOGNE
3 11 of
1.75 DUSTING POWDER
s ar
1 50 COLOGNE
4 ti
SOAP
S. of 4
2.00 AFTER-SATE BEAUTY OIL
MIST to, aerosol

IS0

2pairs90c

2 for 2.51
2 for 1.76
2 for 1.51
2 for 1.51
2 for 2.01

CARA NOME FACE CREAMS
2.00 t. Ile BILLFOLDS
y
Manstyles
4.95 SUPPORT NYLONS
Sheer Comfort
59c ts 2 00 SHOWER CAPS
Or .81 to
Many styles colors
250 WRITING TABLETS
Peguiar or Airmail
Ilk POUND PAPER OR
ENVELOPES no, RiDOM
250 BOSSY PINS
Card a 60
1 00 PERSONAL BRUSKES
Comoleyion rnan,cure
59c TYPING PAPER
100 sheets
89c AFTER SHAVE LOTION Resali L for
I
or Red: Shave Sti nr
65c te 1.35 PLAYING LARDS

2 for 2.01 to 2 for 3.99
2 Pairs 4.96
2 for 2.01
2 for .26
2 for .90
2 or .26
2 for 1.01
2 for .60

and doubis

2 for .66 to 2 for 1.36

I 50 COLD OR CLEANSING
CREAM Cu or in,
2 00 NIGHT CREAM
2,'• of iar
2.50 HORMONE CREAM

2 for 1T51
2 for 2.01
2 for 2.51
I 75 DUSTING POWDER
2 for 1.76
Adrienne or lavender of
NANO LOTION
ok
2 for .99
Cara Nome II of
1 25 SWEET 'N LOWLY
POWDER MITT
2 for 1.26
1.50 RADIANCE MAKEUP
6 shades ComoNt. Or tOose Face 2 for 1.51
,
roundidi.
1.50 LIPSTICK
Wean h ,no ons line 6 shades 2 for 1.51
Mc HAIR RINSE donrimon.ne or
2 ior
Dandruff treat 8 11 a,
.o.el•r

I

wd

plus lay where MOPA,1
2te
/

FEVER THERMOMETERS
Oral, Rectal,
Guaranteed

Stub or Baby
REG. 1.69

A for 1•/U

REXALL

SACCHARIN
RUBBING ALCOHOL Vi-grain sweetening
Pleasant scent Unbreakable
100'a. Roo. 39c 2 for 40(
tablets
bottle
REXALL

PINT
REG. 79c

2for 80c

AI %gists, 100's
.68 f -pale lOns
41111111. 1000's
1
1.19 /
1.11 41.grain. 1000's
I 59 11,610, 1000s

lot .95
Sum WI
2 Ion 1.20
2 for 1.41
slur 1.M

61:A

MALL
FIRST QUALITY

MINERAL OIL

Estrshesvy, tasteless,
Odorless
PINT.
REG. 780

2for 80c

RESAll

and take advantage of our new Car Vacuum.

REXAll MILK of : BUFFERED
MAGNESIA : ASPIRIN
Antacid and gentle

Gordon's Shell Service Station
WE VI WE
GIVE tw GIVE

J WE
GIVE

laxative Plain or
Mint flavor
I2.
fl
REG 69c
4

4

2fa 70c

59C Milk or Sager,a
2 fir 63
Tablet,. 115's

Speeds pain relief
without sod stomach
upset No liner qua'

made
too'.
NEC 913,

2fo,99c

Evans Drug Co.
The
(RLIA0
STREET
LAKE

Store"
FULTON, KY

ELECTRFx

HEAT PAD
3speed Wrfi ,oaf

inner corer

UI approved
SEC 595

2for 5.96

